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Executive Summary

It is not an understatement to say that Ontario settlement agencies are facing an information management
crisis. In order to get a handle on this crisis and identify solutions, OCASI commissioned a study of the
state of information management within the Ontario settlement sector. Building on both extensive
consultations with settlement agencies and in-depth reviews of information management systems, this
report both paints a picture of the current crisis and offers a number of possible solutions. 

Core findings:  fragmentation, inefficiency .... and hope

Ontario settlement agencies are struggling with information management. Across the board, agencies are
juggling information between multiple systems, doing double or triple entry of the same data and
generally struggling to keep up with a huge load of client record keeping and reporting to funders. Yet,
even with all of these troubles, most agencies remain optimistic about the idea that the right information
tools can actually make their work easier and help them to better serve their clients. The situation can be
summed up in three words – fragmentation, inefficiency .... and hope.

“We have three databases. I wish there was just one.”

- Participant from management focus group

Fragmentation: Information management systems within most agencies are fragmented, with
information spread across paper files, spreadsheets and databases – and no central repository to keep
everything together. As a result, it is difficult – or even impossible – for many agencies to use the
information they gather to support management decision making or program evaluation.  

“We're taking time out of client service to enter statistics into two different systems. 
All this wasteful data entry work means that clients suffer.”

                                                   - Participant from front line focus group

Inefficiency: Every agency in Ontario faces a common challenge – they are entering the same data two,
three or even four times into different systems. These redundancies result both from the lack of good
systems within agencies and from the use of proprietary, reporting-only databases by funders. No matter
the cause, the result is inefficiency, frustration and a huge waste of valuable human resources. 

“With the right amount of political will and resources, 
a sector database is possible.”

                                                              - Participant from front line focus group

Hope: Ontario settlement agencies are craving better information management and reporting tools.
Certainly, they are frustrated with current circumstances. But they are also hopeful and articulate about
the benefits that better tools could provide. This hope provides a solid foundation on which better
systems can be built and rolled out.
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Ignoring the crisis?

Consider the information management challenges of the travel industry for a moment. Would anyone
ever propose that all travel agents should use a different booking interface for each airline they deal
with? No, because the results would be mass chaos and inefficiency. Yet this is exactly what we are
asking of settlement agencies. There is no connection between the systems they use for their day to day
work and the myriad of systems they must use to cooperate with other programs and report to their
funders. As our research demonstrates, the result is frustration, inefficiency and waste. 

If we continue to encourage a fragmented and inefficient approach to information management in the
settlement sector, we can expect:

• Overhead costs related to funder reporting will continue to rise, with more and more
agency staff time going into the maintenance of multiple information systems.

• Evaluation and outcomes measurement costs will also skyrocket, while at the same time it
will remain difficult to actually access the information required to do useful evaluation work.

• Agencies will continue to pour money into electronic and paper record keeping without
reaping benefits such as better service delivery feedback and program outcomes information
for managers. 

• Morale in the settlement sector will continue to erode as frontline workers feel like they
are on a treadmill, constantly collecting information that doesn't help them or their clients.

The good news is that this grim future need not come to pass. Others in both the private and public
sector have been able to overcome the kind of interoperability and user buy in issues currently faced by
the settlement sector. What is needed is simply a clear vision and a commitment to the hard work
necessary to turn vision into reality. 

Future vision: a system that benefits all stakeholders

A new approach to information management and reporting is needed in the settlement sector. First and
foremost, this approach needs to be focused around the idea that all stakeholders – clients, frontline staff,
managers and funders – must benefit from the information systems that are in place. It must also
emphasize interoperability, allowing the growing number of agency and funder information management
systems to talk to each other electronically. If an approach that meets these two criteria can be put in
place, there is a good chance that we can move from an information management crisis to an era where
funders and agencies alike have the information they need to provider better services to newcomers.  

At a practical level, a new approach to settlement sector information management will require the
development of information standards and the implementation of new software systems. More
specifically, there is a need for: 

• Data exchange standards that allow different systems to talk to each other electronically,
connecting agency case management systems with CIC reporting databases 

• Flexible and affordable case management software that helps agencies do their work better,
both at a day-to-day level and at the level of evaluation 
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• Training and change management support to ensure that agencies are able to effectively
integrate new systems into their day to day work

• Space for diversity, ensuring that agencies with multiple programs or with their own
database tools are still able to benefit from the new approach being proposed

It must also be emphasized that these new systems will not solve our current problems if they are
implemented in a top-down manner that is disconnected from end users. Success will hinge on a
commitment to user-centred system design, shared governance and sound management. 

Recommendations for action 

Moving towards the vision described above – new tools for agencies that need them, data standards that
allow other systems to connect to funders, training and change management for agencies – will take
years. Nonetheless, it is important that a number of steps are taken immediately:

1. Begin development of data exchange standards that can be used in Ontario and nationally,
working closely with those who have already broken ground in this area such as the
Canadian Outcomes Research Institute (CORI) and the Alberta Association of Immigrant and
Settlement Agencies (AAISA).

2. Implement a web-based case management system for agencies that need it, starting as soon
as possible with a pilot project involving 10 agencies. Ideally this system should be based on
the HOMES case management software that is used wisely by settlement agencies and other
non-profits in Alberta and British Columbia. 

3. Provide training and change management support, both to the agencies using the new
case management system and for agencies that integrate the new standard into their own
systems. This training will be absolutely critical to the success of this initiative. Without it,
agencies are unlikely to undertake the necessary steps to fully integrate new information
management systems into their day to day work.

4. Actively support diversity through inclusion of agencies with existing systems, involving
them right from the start in the development of data exchange standards. Also, make sure that
these agencies receive technical and business process support to help with the integration of
their systems into the broader system used by the whole sector.

5. Commit to a user-centric approach from day one by involving end users in the
development and testing of new information management solutions. This does not mean
setting up committee structures that meet occasionally and filter a small number of comments
back to developers. Rather, it will require a direct interface between developers and the user
community on an ongoing basis.

Initial efforts to pull together a standards development team and to negotiate software options should
begin as soon as possible. Implementation of the pilot project should begin once a software option has
been confirmed and negotiations with the provider are complete. Most likely, this means beginning the
pilot at the beginning of fiscal 2005/2006.
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Introduction

In June 2002, OCASI held a conference entitled "Managing in a Computerized Environment" (MICE-2)
to discuss the role of technology in Ontario settlement agencies. At this event, many participants raised
questions about what role databases and other electronic information management tools could play in
supporting clients, tracking client data and easing the process of reporting to funders. Conference
participants recommended that:

OCASI seek funding from CIC-OASIS and other sources, and conduct or oversee a study
of the requirements of an information management system that is adaptable for broad
application within the settlement and immigrant service sector. This should be a highly
participatory process involving agencies and key funders. 

Building on this recommendation, OCASI began an Ontario Settlement Sector Database Needs
assessment and feasibility study in early 2004. The project was designed to map the current state of
information management in the settlement sector and to come up with practical approaches to helping
agencies use information management tools more effectively. Through the course of the project, over 35
agencies were consulted and over two dozen interviews and focus groups were conducted. This report
provides an overview of findings as well as a series of recommendations based insight and wisdom
gathered through these extensive conversations with members of Ontario's settlement sector. 

Project overview

The Settlement Sector Database Needs assessment project started out with a very clear mandate: gather
information that will help settlement agencies find database tools that make internal data management
easier and reduce double entry for reporting to funders. Specific goals that guided the project included:

• Goal #1 - Identify the client information management and data sharing needs of agencies as
well as the challenges faced by them

• Goal #2 - Identify the common functions offered and data gathered by existing case
management databases in the settlement sector – both those developed by the sector and used
under a mandate from funders.

• Goal #3 - Recommend options for database software or data sharing protocols that are best
suited to addressing the challenges faced by agencies. 

The specific target of the research project was ISAP-funded agencies within Ontario. However, the
broader needs of Ontario settlement agencies were also kept in mind throughout the project. 

For more information on the project goals and structure, please see the document entitled: Settlement
Sector Database Needs Study - Project Charter – v1.4 – April 27 2004.

Research methodology

As outlined above, the ultimate aims of the database needs assessment project were to map the
information management landscape in the sector and to find practical solutions to the information
management challenges that many agencies are facing. With these aims in mind, the research focused on
three areas: understanding the experience and situation of agencies; reviewing technology options; and
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understanding what makes 'sector wide' technology projects succeed. Specific research components
included:

• Agency survey: An online survey was conducted to gather information about what types of
systems are being used by agencies, where these systems are working well and where they
are working poorly. Over 50 representatives of Ontario settlement agencies responded to
this survey. 

• Focus groups: A series of focus groups was conducted with the dual aim of better
understanding information management challenges faced by agencies and involving agencies
in the process of visioning solutions to these challenges. A total of 15 agency managers and
29 front line workers participated in these focus groups. The focus group sessions were held
in London, Ottawa and Toronto with participation from all regions of the province.   

• Database reviews: Using information gathered through the survey and focus groups as a
guide, a series of case management and funder reporting databases were reviewed. These
reviews were designed both to help fill out the picture of what information management
systems are currently in use within the sector and to identify systems that might be used
more broadly by agencies that do not have an adequate database in place. A total of 11
systems were reviewed, including a mix of custom solutions developed by agencies, funder-
supported reporting databases and more generic case management software packages. 

• Case studies: As a final step in the research process, three case studies were carried out to
help understand the dynamics of large scale case management and reporting system roll outs
across whole sectors. The cases included: a clinic management system used in Ontario
community health centres; a case management system used by Alberta and BC social
services agencies; and a clinic management system used by veteran's hospitals in the United
States. 

This mix of research methods allowed the research team to gather both well rounded picture of the
situation in the sector and a concrete sense of how challenges in the sector can be best addressed. The
findings and recommendations that resulted from this research are presented throughout this report. 

For  more detailed information on the research objectives and methodologies used during this project,
please see the document entitled: 'Settlement Sector Database Needs Study - Research Framework' -
Version 1.2 – July 27, 2004'.

About the research team

Research and analysis for this project was carried out by The Commons Group, a Toronto-based
consulting firm with extensive experience analysing and responding to complex technology problems
within the non-profit and public sectors. Commons' clients have included: the Ontario Ministry of
Citizenship, Industry Canada, the National Library of Canada, the Ontario Human Rights Commission,
the Canadian Child Care Federation and Community Information Toronto. Principal researchers for
Commons on this project were Mark Surman, Rahat Mahmood and Sunir Shah. Extensive support and
advice were provided by Eta Woldeab, Saba Nasir, Chris Wulff, Dave Montague and other OCASI staff.
Advice and guidance was provided by a steering committee composed of agencies across Ontario. 

For more information about the research team, please see:  www.commons.ca
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Core findings: fragmentation, inefficiency ... and hope

It is not an understatement to say that Ontario settlement agencies are facing an information management
crisis. Across the board, agencies are juggling information between multiple systems, doing double or
triple entry of the same data and generally struggling to keep up with a huge load of client record
keeping and reporting to funders. Yet, even with all of these troubles, most agencies remain optimistic
about the idea that the right information tools can actually make their work easier and help them to better
serve their clients. The situation can be summed up in three words:

• Fragmentation: Information management systems within most agencies are fragmented,
with information spread across paper files, spreadsheets and database – and no central
repository to keep everything together. As a result, it is difficult – or even impossible – for
many agencies to use the information they gather to support management decision making or
program evaluation. 

• Inefficiency: Every agency in Ontario faces a common challenge – they are entering the
same data two, three or even four times into different systems. These redundancies result
both from the lack of good systems within agencies and from the use of proprietary,
reporting-only databases by funders. No matter the cause, the result is inefficiency,
frustration and a huge waste of valuable human resources. 

• Hope: Ontario settlement agencies are craving better information management and reporting
tools. Certainly, they are frustrated with current circumstances. But they are also hopeful and
articulate about the benefits that better tools could provide. This hope provides a solid
foundation on which better systems can be built and rolled out.

With an eye towards uncovering a solid set of solutions, the following section provides an overview of
key findings related to each of these core issues. A brief review of what might happen if the information
settlement sector information management crisis is ignored is also included in this section of the report. 

For a more detailed overview of findings about the database needs and challenges of the settlement
sector, please see 'Appendix A – Survey findings' and 'Appendix B – Focus group findings'.

Fragmentation: a disconnect between multiple systems

 “We have three databases. I wish there was just one.”

- Participant from management focus group

In an ideal world, databases and other electronic information management tools are supposed to make
life easier. People within an organization enter information a single time, when booking appointments,
working with a client, or tallying expenditures. That data is then available to others within an
organization to help them manage their schedules, gather statistics or report to funders. All of this works
seamlessly, with reports and analysis quickly pulling data together no matter when it was entered and by
whom. The result: less effort managing information and better intelligence to inform decisions. 

Unfortunately, most Ontario settlement agencies live in a world that is far from this ideal. Certainly,
most agencies have information management systems and procedures in place. But these systems tend to
be fragmented and disconnected from each other. Typical problems include: 
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• Agencies use a mix of manually generated paper records, databases, spreadsheets and word
processing documents to gather information about clients. Few agencies ever consolidate this
information into a single system. 

• Within any given agency, a broad spectrum of people and programs need to get an overview
of information just to get their work done. Front line workers need client profiles. Program
managers need service delivery stats and information for evaluations. Executive directors
need information for funders. In most cases, this information needs to be manually collected
and collated because it does not exist within a single database system.

• Across the board, agencies are using multiple systems to report to multiple funding
programs. These funder databases do not offer even the most rudimentary options for
electronic filing or report submission. All information must be manually entered into each
funder database, even if the information already exists electronically within an agency's case
management system.  

Of all the agencies consulted during this research project, there was not one that could be said to have a
fully integrated information management system. There was a small handful that came close, either
through extensive investment in their own internal information management systems or through the
support of volunteer software developers. Yet, even in these cases, the existence of funder 'reporting
only' databases meant that agencies needed to enter the same information manually into two or three
different systems. 

Inefficiency: agencies live with frustration and wasted resources

 “We're taking time out of client service to enter statistics into two different systems. 
All this wasteful data entry work means that clients suffer.”

                                                                            - Participant from front line focus group

The result of this fragmentation in information management systems is inefficiency, which ultimately
leads to frustration and wasted resources. The surveys and focus groups conducted during this research
project revealed that:

• The fragmentation of information management systems and resulting duplication of effort
represent a major area of frustration within settlement agencies. Frontline workers feel that
they are constantly under pressure to enter and reenter data that is never used. Managers and
executive directors feel that that are unable to get the information they need out of the
information systems they have. 

• There is near universal frustration with iCAMS and other 'reporting only' systems imposed
by funders. These systems are a major cause of data fragmentation as they leave agencies
with no other option but to run multiple systems. This leads not only to a huge waste of
human resources in the form of double data entry, but it also acts as a disincentive to
agencies that might use their own resources to improve their information management
systems. Even if agencies do improve their systems, they are still stuck with multiple funder
reporting databases. 

• Agencies believe that current reporting regimes are too time-consuming given the limited
benefit they receive in return. Instead, they would prefer a more integrated, outcomes-
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focused approach to reporting. Based on commonly agreed performance measures, this
approach would provide valuable information not just to funders but also to agency managers
and directors. 

The settlement sector is facing two clear information management problems – a lack of system
interoperability and lack of consideration for end users in system design. The most frustrating thing of
all is that the current problems need not exist. Issues of interoperability and user buy in are both quite
common, and are resolvable with a little effort from key stakeholders from across the sector. 

Hope: agencies are craving better tools

“With the right amount of political will and resources, a sector database is possible.”

                                                                                - Participant from front line focus group

Despite their frustration, agencies are also hopeful. They believe that it is possible to use information
management tools more effectively, both to manage day to day client interactions and to improve
management decision making. They also believe that it is possible to develop a system that will better
integrate the needs of agencies and the needs of funders. In both cases, they see that there is a step-by-
step way forward that is both concrete and achievable. Specific themes that emerged from the research
included:

• A broad majority of agencies are seeking better case management tools – tools that centralize
agency data and addresses problems such as data duplication and inconsistent data entry
standards. They are also seeking better reporting tools to help them with management
decision making and evaluation.

• There is universal consensus that agencies and their funders must find a way to eliminate the
double entry of data. In focus group conversations, there was strong support for the idea of
developing data exchange standards or other mechanisms that would allow for the
submission electronic funder reports directly from agency databases. 

• There is diverse opinion on the question of how better information management tools should
be acquired. Some agencies are keen to use new systems  that can be picked up broadly
across the sector, while a smaller number of agencies simply want to improve the internal
systems they have already invested in. Any solution to the current crisis will need to
accommodate both of these approaches. 

It is important to emphasize that this feeling of hope is also balanced by a sense of caution. Agencies
know that finding and implementing systems that really work will require a great deal of effort and
resources from all parties. 

Ignoring the crisis?

Consider the information management challenges of the travel industry for a moment. Would anyone
ever propose that all travel agents should use a different booking database for each airline they deal
with? No, because the results would be mass chaos and inefficiency. Yet this is exactly what we are
asking of settlement agencies. There is no connection between the systems they use for their day to day
work and the myriad of systems they must use to cooperate with other programs and report to their
funders. As our research demonstrates, the result is frustration, inefficiency and waste. 
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If we continue to encourage a fragmented and inefficient approach to information management in the
settlement sector, we can expect:

• Overhead costs related to funder reporting will continue to rise, with more and more agency
staff time going into the maintenance of multiple information systems.

• Evaluation and outcomes measurement costs will also skyrocket, while at the same time it
will remain difficult to actually access the information required to do useful evaluation work.

• Continued data duplication will increase the number of errors within the data agencies are
collecting, further complicating already complex analysis such as outcomes evaluation. 

• Agencies will continue to pour money into electronic and paper record keeping without
reaping benefits such as better service delivery feedback and program outcomes information
for managers. 

• Morale in the settlement sector will continue to erode as frontline workers feel like they are
on a treadmill, constantly collecting information that doesn't help them or their clients.

The good news is that this grim future need not come to pass. Others in both the private and public
sector have been able to overcome the kind of interoperability and user buy in issues currently faced by
the settlement sector. What is needed is simply a clear vision and a commitment to the hard work
necessary to turn vision into reality. 
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Case studies: what works ... and what doesn't?

Developing solutions to complex problems like the settlement information management crisis is not just
a matter of diagnosing the problem. It is also important to ask: what has worked – and what hasn't – in
similar situations? With this in mind, three case studies looking at wide scale case management systems
were included in the research project. These three case studies were based on an initial round of 11
reviews of database packages in use by the settlement sector.

All three of the cases reviewed pointed to a common theme: organizational dynamics, power flows and
decision making have a much bigger impact on the success or failure of a project than the actual
technology. More specifically, the research found: 

• Disconnection between users and developers leads to broken systems. This disconnection
tends to flow from traditional, bureaucratic approaches to software development. 

• Evolutionary, user-centred design results in systems with enduring value. Iterative
development based on user feature requests tends to create systems that organizations can
use over the long haul.  

• Change management and training are critical to success. Complex software systems for
case management and reporting are not plug-and-play. Organizations need time and support
to integrate them into the way they work. 

• Community-based developers can be more responsive than traditional vendors.
Developers situated in or drawn from a user community often have an edge over traditional
vendors in terms of their ability to affordably produce tools that meet end user needs.  

• Diverse funding makes it easier to create useful, sustainable systems. Systems with a
single, powerful funder are vulnerable to the funder's long term stability, and consequently
may have to agree to their ill-considered whims. Multiple funders not only allow one to drop
out, but create a dialogue around decisions.

The following is an overview of the three cases that were reviewed: a clinic management system used in
Ontario community health centres; a social services outcomes monitoring system from Alberta; and a
client and clinic management system used by US Veteran's Affairs hospitals. A more detailed review of
findings from these cases is also provided.  

Case overviews

The three cases reviewed as a part of this research project had one thing in common – a whole sector was
coming together to deal with information management challenges collectively. The three projects were:

• Community health centres (Purkinje): Over the past few years, a network of 56 Ontario
community centres in Ontario and the provincial Ministry of Health have worked together to
implement a shared clinic management system called Purkinje. This system handles front line
collection and management of client data and electronic reporting to the Ministry. The
system was provided by a private software development company, with technical support
provided by the Ministry and a series of contractors. Management of the project is housed
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within the Ministry, with advice on project direction being provided by a committee of health
centre representatives. 

• Social service agencies (HOMES): Developed by the Canadian Outcomes Research
Institute (CORI), HOMES is a web based case management and outcomes measurement
system. Originally developed for Alberta social service agencies, HOMES currently supports
over 400 agencies with over 150 programs across a wide range of sectors. Notably, the
system is currently being rolled out to 16 members of the Alberta Association of Immigrant
Serving Agencies (AAISA). CORI is a non-profit organization that provides both technical
support and training to agencies using its software. Management and governance of the
system resides with CORI, although user agencies are heavily involved in defining new
features and the overall future direction of the HOMES system.  

• Veteran's Affairs hospitals (VistA): VistA is a 30 year old clinic management system used
by Veteran's Affairs hospitals across the United States. One of the largest health systems in
the world, VistA over 170 locations. In its early years, VistA was a decentralized system
running on local hospital servers and lending itself to development by hospital staff. More
recently, it has become a more centralized system managed by the VA administration in
Washington, DC. This shift has been reflected in management, governance and financing
structures, which have moved from being decentralized to being centralized. 

Case studies of these three projects were conducted using a series of interviews. At a minimum, a project
lead, a developer and two end user agencies were interviewed for each project. 

For a more detailed picture of each case, please see full cases in Appendix E.

Case comparison

All of these projects faced not only technical challenges, but also issues of user-developer interaction,
governance, management and financing. Looking at how these challenges were handled by each project
provides a good basis for understanding what works and what doesn't for projects of this nature. The
following table provides a comparison of the projects reviewed:

Purkinje HOMES VistA

Sector Community health centres Social services, women's
shelters, settlement
agencies and others

Veteran's Affairs hospitals

Functions Clinic management with
some reporting

Case management,
outcomes measurement

and reporting

Clinic management and
reporting

Model Centralized and vendor
driven

Centralized but user driven Early years: Decentralized
and user driven. Later
Years: Centralized and

funder driven
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Purkinje HOMES VistA

Management Centrally managed by
Ministry of Health, with
vendors and users both
communicating through

the Ministry

Centrally managed by
CORI

Originally managed by
individual hospitals

through consortium. Now
managed centrally through

Washington

Governance Project governed by the
Ministry of Health, but

with user committees in an
advisory role

Governed by CORI, but
with high degree of user

input 

Originally governed by
hospitals, now run
centrally through

Washington

Development Vendor centric. All
handled through Purkinje,
the original developer of

the software

User centric. CORI does
development, but only

based on user requests and
regular consultations with

the  user base

Was user centric, with
developers paid by

community and hospitals
to developing their own
features. Now vendor
centric with all work

handled by large vendors

Financing Single source. Ministry
paid for start up and now
pays for licenses through
grants to agencies. Also,

some support costs
internalized by Ministry.

Multi-source. Start up
from Muttart Foundation,
with additional upgrades
from funders working in
specific sector. Agencies

pay modest user fees

Initially financed from
hospital technology
budgets. Significant

amount of financing now
coming from Washington

Support Initially handled by
vendor, now handled at
least in part by Ministry

COR delivers both support
and training

Originally delivered by
community. Now vendor

driven

Training Technical training for
users

Training in change
management and outcomes

measurement to ensure
software integrated into
organizational workflow

Varies depending on
period reviewed

Strengths User advisory committees
promote agency

involvement

Close contract with users
and user-centric

development model. Also,
diverse funding streams =

more stability and
independence

Close connection between
users and developers in
early years – software

improves in evolutionary
model. Also, diverse
funding in early years

Weaknesses Centralized management,
governance and funding

make it difficult for
agencies to guide

evolution of system. Led
to vendor driven process 

Centralized management
and delivery may make it
difficult to scale. Also, no
real way for users to get

directly involved in
extending the software

Centralization of funding,
management and

governance increased costs
and eroded tradition of

high levels of user
involvement 
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Purkinje HOMES VistA

Bottom line System considered to be
broken by many because it

does not to respond to
needs of most

stakeholders, including the
funder

Agencies and some
funders seem to like the

system. It is responsive to
the reality of their work

System highly supported
and  valued in early years,

but centralization has
caused user frustration.

Some have abandoned the
system

Key findings

Based on the cases reviewed, it is possible to draw out a number of issues that play a critical role in the
success or failure of a project – the connection between users and developers, the structures of
governance and management systems and the impact of finance structures. Specific findings from the
case reviews include:

• Disconnection between users and developers leads to broken systems that frustrate
people. The main weakness of the Purkinje system was the disconnect between developers
and end users. Both a support vendor and the Ministry of Health act as extra communication
layers between the developers and users, with developers even being left out of user group
and advisory committee meetings for reasons of cost. The result was a system that just didn't
work effectively for the people it was meant to benefit. VistA began to face similar problems
when it moved to a centralized, vendor driven model. 

• Evolutionary, user-centred design can create systems with enduring value. Conversely,
both HOMES and the first phase of VistA had strong user-centred development approaches.
CORI actively conducts focus groups, studies and surveys of the agencies using HOMES. It
also has a rule that all changes to HOMES must be a result of at least three end-user feature
requests. The original VistA project went further, having end users themselves do the
development where possible, or if not, having end users and developers team up. The result
in both cases was that changes to the system always made sense and were able to integrate
into an end user’s work flow –the changes were evolutionary, not revolutionary.

• Change management and training are critical to success. CORI takes organizational
change management seriously. Their trainers assist agencies not just in learning the software
but also in adjusting their own work flow to best take advantage of the new tools they have
put in place. As a result, agencies experience less disruption in their operations and use
HOMES to improve their day to day operations and management decision making.

• Community-based developers can be more responsive than consultants. A major cause of
the problems with Purkinje was Purkinje’s separation from the end users  and for-profit
motive. It's no surprise that both the non-profit CORI and VistA’s developers internal to the
VA were not profit motivated. Rather, both agency support contracts with CORI and VistA’s
developers are paid for by the year in order to encourage more end user feedback rather than
punishing communication by charging by the transaction.

• Diverse funding makes makes it easier to create useful, sustainable systems.  Both
HOMES and VistA were built with decentralized funding models. HOMES is funded by a
mix of government grants, foundation grants and user fees. With the original VistA project,
the individual hospitals paid for VistA. In both cases, this mean that there was no single piper
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to call the tune and, as a result, that the software was able to reflect the needs of diverse
stakeholders. In contrast, Purkinje essentially operated as a single funder model in the
beginning, with decisions centred in the Ministry of Health. As a result, users had little
leverage to control the direction of development. 

The learning from these case studies provides an incredibly valuable jumping off point for any attempt to
address the information management crisis within the settlement sector. They reveal that much is
possible with a balanced and open relationship between users, developers and funders. They also
demonstrate that a centralized, top-down approach is a sure fire recipe for failure. 
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Future vision: a system that benefits all stakeholders

A new approach to information management and reporting is needed in the settlement sector. First and
foremost, this approach needs to be focused around that idea that all stakeholders – clients, frontline
staff, managers and funders – need to benefit from the information systems that are in place. It must also
emphasize interoperability, allowing the growing number of agency and funder information management
systems to talk to each other electronically. If an approach that meets these two criteria can be put in
place, there is a good chance that we can move from an information management crisis to an era where
funders and agencies alike have the information they need to provider better services to newcomers.  

At a practical level, a new approach to settlement sector information management will require the
development of information standards and the implementation of new software systems. More
specifically, there is a need for: 

• Data exchange standards that allow different systems to talk to each other electronically,
connecting agency case management systems with CIC reporting databases 

• Flexible and affordable case management software that helps agencies do their work better,
both at a day-to-day level and at the level of evaluation 

• Training and change management support to ensure that agencies are able to effectively
integrate new systems into their day to day work

• Space for diversity, ensuring that agencies with multiple programs or with their own
database tools are still able to benefit from the new approach being proposed

It must also be emphasized that these new systems will not solve our current problems if they are
implemented in a top-down manner that is disconnected from end users. Success will hinge on a
commitment to user-centred system design, shared governance and sound management. The following
section provides both a description and an overview of benefits for each of the system components and
approaches being proposed. 

Data standards

Data standards make it easy to transfer information between different software applications. As a simple
example, standards like vCalendar make it easy to transfer calendar items and bookings between
different calendaring programs and handheld computers. At a larger scale, standards like the SABRE
booking system allow travel agencies, hotels and airlines around the world to all have a common view
on the same data. 

In a similar way, adopting standard ways to describe information shared between agencies and funders
would make it possible for diverse systems within the settlement sector to talk to each other. Eventually,
such standards could be used nationally by all settlement agencies reporting to CIC. The development
and adoption of these standards would support:

• Elimination of double entry for CIC programs through the interconnection of agency
databases and systems like iCAMS
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• Further elimination of wasted data entry through interconnection of agency databases with
reporting systems operated by other funders

• Case management integrated with other important agency system such as personal
scheduling and accounting

• Possibility for sector-wide research on service demand and delivery trends

• Long term portability and flexibility of data, making it easier to respond to changes in
technology 

At a practical level, these standards should include both a base of public standards (e.g., vCalendar for
appointments or XBRL for balance sheets) as well as schema that describes information that is
settlement specific (e.g., immigration #'s). The Canadian Outcomes Research Institute (CORI) and the
Alberta Association of Immigration and Settlement Agencies (AAISA) have already done an extensive
review of the type of information required by various CIC-funded programs. This research could form
the foundations of a standards development project. 

For more information on the type of information that would need to be covered by a standard see,
'Appendix C – Case management system requirements'. 

Case management software

There is a clear need within many agencies for a better system to help manage day to day case work.
This system needs to provide practical benefit to the people who will use it. According to feedback
gathered through focus groups, these benefits need to include:

• Collecting and keeping of track client information
• Making it easier to monitor client progress towards their individual goals
• Helping managers to assess staff and volunteer performance
• Providing information about program trends and needs
• Supporting ongoing monitoring of program and agency outcomes
• Offering managers and staff information to help improve service delivery
• Making it easier to report to funders and other key stakeholders
• Supporting the development of compelling funding proposals

At a practical level, this system must provide three key 'modules' – case management, program
management and outcomes assessment. It also needs to include tools for reporting creation, data export,
security control and the submission of reports to funders. Most importantly, the system must be flexible
enough to respond to the needs of diverse agencies within the settlement sector, allowing for the easy
addition of new fields and for interface customization. 

For more detailed description of what would be included within a case management system for the
sector, see 'Appendix C – Case management system requirements'. 
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Space for diversity

The solution to the settlement sector's information management woes is not a single case management
database tool for all agencies across the country. Certainly, there are many agencies that need a new case
management system – buying or building such a system collectively makes tremendous sense for these
agencies and their funders. But this does not mean that all agencies should be forced to use this new
system. Instead, there needs to be a commitment to supporting and embracing diverse software solutions
using the standards described above. Such diversity means that:

• Agencies that have already made major investments in their own case management
infrastructure will not have to replace their whole system – they will simply need to export
reports based on the shared data standard. This saves on cost, reduces disruption within
agencies and increases likelihood of system adoption.

• It is more likely that other funders will be attracted to adopting data exchange standards. If
other funders see diversity, the case for standards adoption is clear. If a single, monolithic
case management system is implemented, other funders are likely to see this system as useful
only for managing CIC funded programs.

• Over the long run, competition is likely to emerge in the area of settlement case management
software. Competition amongst software solutions tends to reinforce standards, promote
improvements and generally provide more stability for users. It also ensures that agencies
with complex or unique needs are not limited to the solution chosen for sector-wide
implementation. 

Using standards to actively promote diversity has proven helpful in a wide variety of public sector and
business contexts. A simple example is NETFILE, the consumer version of Revenue Canada's eFiling
system. Because NETFILE is a public standard that any software company can adhere to, consumers
have a number of software packages to choose from. This diversity not only stabilizes the market and
keeps prices down, but it also promotes innovation by encouraging vendors to create the most helpful
software possible rather than just resting on the fact that they are allowing electronic filing. Over time,
there is the potential that software diversity will provide similar benefits to the settlement sector, both in
the form of vendor competition and in the form of innovative custom solutions developed by agencies
with unique needs. 
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Training and change management support

Standards and software can lay a foundation for addressing the information management crisis in the
settlement sector, but they can't actually fix the problem. Real change will only begin to be realized once
funders and agencies are able to integrate these new systems into the way they do their day to day work.
For this to happen, extensive training and change management support will be required. Benefits of such
training include:

• Organizations are able to adapt organizational work flow and procedures to take advantage of
new systems. As a result, the systems are used more efficiently and there is less disruption
within an agency during the set up period.

• Managers, board members and funders gain the skills they need to use the system effectively
and conduct evaluations. This in turn eliminates much of the manual data crunching that
currently goes on within agencies. 

• Agencies are able to move away from using multiple systems because they have the support
they need to consolidate all of their data in one place. 

• Developers have a constant stream of updates about user needs and challenges as they are
either involved in training or constantly in touch with trainers. 

Without adequate resources in the area of training and change management, any attempt to implement
new information management systems is sure to fail. Good organizational assessment and training are
key to the adoption and effective use of new software tools. 

What would success look like?

The aim of this three pronged approach – data standards, better case management, embracing diversity –
is to create an environment that facilitates the more effective information management tools in the
settlement sector. If such an environment can be created, it is likely that:

• There will be better connections between the day to day process of managing client files and
producing reports for agency managers and funders.

• Agencies will be in a better position to use the information they gather strategically,
regularly drawing on it to make information decisions and evaluate outcomes.

• Data standards for reporting on settlement work will slowly become adopted across the
country, eliminating redundant data entry and allowing for diverse information management
solutions.  

• Funders will get the information they need for accountability purposes more quickly and
cost-effectively. 

• Agencies will be able to put more effort into delivering services to newcomers instead of
juggling information between multiple systems. 
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Of course, getting to this point is not a simple matter. Significant effort will be required on the part of
settlement agencies and their funders to make this happen. Also, it won't happen over night. It will be
between two and five years before that current crisis is fully addressed, even if we start work on these
issues immediately.
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Options: distributed, centralized ... or the best of both?

As outlined in the previous section, a solution to the information management crisis in the settlement
sector is possible. The question is: how does one implement such a solution? It is clear that a number of
system elements and design approaches are needed no matter how the system is implemented. These
include:

System elements Design approaches

• Data exchange standards
• Common case management software
• Connections to existing agency systems
• Funder reporting systems

• User driven development process
• Sector ownership and control of data
• Shared governance of data standards 
• Clear sustainability model

However, there are a number of different ways that these common elements and approaches could be put
into practice. The following section reviews the three most likely options. A recommended option and
implementation approach is described in the next section of the document. 

Option #1 – Distributed approach

The first approach is to develop a fully distributed system, with every agency running a database that
talks to every funder. Key characteristics of this approach would include:

• Each agency has a case management database running on local server
• Some agencies run existing databases, others use new database software developed for broad

use within the settlement sector
• All databases export directly to iCAMS and other funder databases using common data

exchange standards

The following diagram illustrates how all of the elements would connect to each other in this option.
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Clearly, there are both pros and cons to this approach. Issues to be considered in reviewing this approach
include:

Pros Cons

• Responds to agency desire for more autonomy
• Agencies have most local flexibility
• Funder not responsible for supporting systems

used within agencies
• Data stays local and is controlled by agencies

• Costly and complicated, both for agencies and
for funders

• Misses out on potential for shared learning,
development and infrastructure

• Failure prone / easy to break

Overall, it can be said that this option is attractive because it builds in the idea of diversity – connecting
many systems together means that there is always space for new approaches and for competition.
However, this approach is also incredibly complicated and failure prone. Given the level of complexity,
it is unlikely that a distributed approach is the best option. 

Option #2 – Centralized approach

The next approach is to build a single, centralized system that provides case management, warehouses
data and acts as a reporting tool for CIC. Additional mechanisms would also be needed to allow agencies
with their own systems to submit electronic reports. Characteristics of this approach include:

• Central system operated by funder, but also offering case management tools for agencies
• Case management system offered to agencies that need it over the web
• Must allow agency customization: fields, reports, and application modules
• Data standard to allow agencies using own databases to submit reports
• Could build on the foundations of existing iCAMS systems, although only with a dramatic

shift in approach and extensive redevelopment

The following diagram illustrates how all of the elements would connect to each other in this option.
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While this approach has some strengths related to shared costs and infrastructure, it also has many
downsides that are likely to replicate the current problems within the sector. Specific pros and cons to
consider include:

Pros Cons

• One easy to maintain system for all agencies 
• Shared infrastructure across whole sector saves

on costs
• Funder can ensure that system reflects current

evaluation and Treasury Board guidelines
• Could build on existing iCAMS system 

• Support and customization done by funders,
which is outside of funder mandate
• Won't help agencies with diverse needs or who

are multi-funded
• User-centric software development and

governance difficult to achieve
• Agencies don't want client data held by funders
• Poor adoption likely

The biggest issue is that this option calls for a funder owned and operated system. Certainly, this has
some benefits in terms of ensuring that the system reflects funder needs. However, our case studies have
demonstrated that fully funder controlled systems run into the biggest problems meeting user needs and
improving service delivery. Also, current sector opinion about iCAMS would probably translate into
poor adoption of the case management component of this centralized system. Given these factors, there
is a high likelihood that this option would fail. It does not fully address the problems causing current
information management crisis, and there is a chance that it might make the situation worse. 

Option #3 – Hybrid approach

The final option is to develop a hybrid model that takes the best from both worlds, creating two
centralized, web-based systems – one for use by agencies and one for funders. Characteristics of this
system would include:

• CIC controls and manages funder component, with data flowing from single sector data
warehouse 

• Sector manages and delivers agency component, including web-based case management
system

• Must allow agency customization: fields, reports, and application modules
• Agencies using their own databases can still submit reports via data standards
• There are a number of software options: HOMES, ETO or open source system developed for

settlement sector

Essentially, this approach puts a fence between funder systems and systems shared within the settlement
sector. The following diagram illustrates how this would work. 
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As it draws from both of the previous models, this approach has many strengths. Yet it is also not
without flaws. Specific issues to consider include:

Pros Cons

• One system for all agencies is easy to maintain
• Shared infrastructure across sector saves costs
• Funder can ensure that system reflects current

evaluation and Treasury Board guidelines
• Lends itself to user-centric software

development and governance
• Likely to help agencies with diverse  or multi-

funded needs
• Data stays in sector and is controlled by

agencies
• Wide adoption likely

• Difficult to negotiate decisions with system use
and is controlled at sector-wide level

• Good software options are available, but
nothing  is an exact fit

• OCASI or other agency needed to play
management and support role

The strength of this approach is that it supports both the needs and the culture of all stakeholders by
putting control over core components of the system at the appropriate level. Based on information
gathered from case studies as well as information about the needs and temperament of the sector, this
hybrid approach has the best chance of addressing the root causes of the current information
management crisis. Certainly, significant commitment and resources will be needed to make it work.
However, this investment has a good chance of paying off in terms of more efficient information flows
and better service to newcomers.
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Recommendations for action 

Finding the right approach to improving information management and reporting in Ontario's settlement
sector is a balancing act. There is a need not only for the good standards and sound technology, but also
for the involvement of users, sharing of power and consideration of all stakeholders. Based on the
research conducted for this project, there is strong evidence that best chance at striking this balance can
be found in an approach that mixes centralized technology with distributed control. Given these findings,
the 'hybrid approach' (option #3) is recommended as a foundation for moving forward. 

Putting a complete system in place based on this hybrid approach will take years. Nonetheless, it is
important that a number of steps are taken immediately:

1. Begin development of data exchange standards that can be used in Ontario and nationally,
working closely with those who have already broken ground in this area such as CORI and
AAISA 

2. Implement a web-based case management system for agencies that need it, starting as soon
as possible with a pilot project involving 10 agencies

3. Provide training and change management support, both to the agencies using the new
case management system and for agencies that integrate the new standard into their own
systems

4. Actively support diversity through inclusion of agencies with existing systems, involving
them right from the start in the development of data exchange standards

5. Commit to a user-centric approach from day one by involving end users in the
development and testing of new information management solutions

Initial efforts to pull together a standards development team and to negotiate software options should
begin as soon as possible. Implementation of the pilot project should begin once a software option has
been selected and negotiations with the provider are complete. Most likely, this means beginning the
pilot at the beginning of fiscal 2005/2006.

1. Develop data exchange standards that can be used in Ontario and nationally 

As outlined throughout this report, the development of a standard for exchanging settlement reporting
information will play a key role in addressing the current information management crisis. The following
steps should be taken as soon as possible to begin standards development work:

• Pull together a team of people with the experience and interest necessary to develop a
standard. At a minimum, this team should include representatives from CIC, CORI, AAISA,
OCASI and at least one agency with its own case management database.

• Develop an initial schema describing information that typically needs to be described in
settlement funding reports. A great deal of foundational work in this area has already been
completed by CORI and AAISA in Alberta. Also, the emerging CIC evaluation framework
may be helpful in the development of this standard. 
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• Conduct consultations meetings with other potential users of this standard to get input on the
scope of data to be included. This includes provincial governments and additional agencies
with their own system. In order to ensure that the process moves quickly, meetings should be
used for information gathering purposes only.

• Publish as draft standard for testing by pilot agencies in Ontario and Alberta, preferably
using the standard to capture data and reports for at least part of fiscal 2005/2006. A final
draft should be released for broad use during the 2006/2007 fiscal year. 

It should be emphasized that any standards developed need to be published publicly and made available
to anyone who would like to use them. They cannot be tied to HOMES or any other specific software
package. This will ensure that CIC does not have to negotiate data exchange arrangements with every
agency that wants to report electronically, but rather simply provide clear guidelines for agencies and
vendors that want to use the standard. 

Benefits: Essential standards setting work starts early. Also, foundations put in place for a national
solution based on a federated regional model. 

2. Implement a web-based case management system for agencies that need it

For many agencies in Ontario, getting a better system for case management is a high priority. A sector
wide effort should be undertaken to respond to this need, either by building a system that can be shared
amongst agencies or by negotiating with a provider who can offer agencies the tools they need at an
affordable cost. Initial steps in this direction should include:

• Enter into discussions with CORI to see whether they are willing to make the changes
necessary to adapt HOMES for use in Ontario. This would require the development of a
larger scale Ontario support infrastructure, either on their own or with an organization like
OCASI. It would also involve addressing a number of the issues such as increased user
control, which are outlined at the end of 'Appendix D – Database reviews'. 

• If HOMES is not a viable option for Ontario agencies in the near term, investigate the
costs of developing an open source solution that would be owned and operated by Ontario
settlement agencies. If this is not viable, approach a commercial case management vendor
such as Efforts to Outcomes. 

• Implement a pilot project with 10 agencies once a system has been selected. The pilot
would provide an opportunity to test out the process of system implementation and
change management within organizations. It would also allow for testing of the data
exchange with funder systems like iCAMS.

• During the pilot phase, develop a sustainability strategy that will ensure the stability of
the new case management system. Ideally, this sustainability strategy should include a
mix of agency fees as well as long term commitments to cover core costs from funders
that benefit from the system. 

After 6 – 12 months of pilot testing, the system built or acquired through this process would be offered
to all settlement agencies in Ontario, with a priority being given to supporting ISAP agencies.
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Benefits: Agencies most in need get new systems quickly. Also, pilot provides opportunities to test
systems before more expensive roll out across whole of Ontario settlement sector. 

3. Provide training and change management support to agencies

In order to use the new case management system effectively, agencies will need to receive training that
helps them to integrate these new tools into their organization. A training and support program should be
developed that includes the following:

• Training for all 10 pilot agencies using the case management system. This should include not
only software training, but also support and consulting that will help them adapt
organizational work flow to take advantage of new systems. Learning from this pilot training
should be documented so that it can guide the development of a broader training program for
the sector. 

• Training and change management support for all agencies using the case management
system, based on improvements and learning generated from the pilot phase. This training
and support should be ongoing in nature, with each agency receiving a minimum of three
years of support. This long term approach to training is essential, as the change process does
happen overnight. 

• Support for agencies that need help integrating data from existing databases and spreadsheets
into new systems. This work could be done by third party support people that already have
relationships with agencies.  

In addition, the support and change management should to be tied into the process of evolving both the
case management tools offered to the sector and the data exchange standards that are developed. At a
practical level, this means keeping training in close contact with developers so that there is always an up
to date list of user needs and challenges that are waiting to be addressed.

Benefits: Ensures that agencies are able to integrate new systems into their organization, which in
turn protects funder investments and increases likelihood that systems will be used effectively. 

4. Commit to a user-centric approach from day one

As outlined throughout this report, there is significant evidence that a user centric development approach
contributes greatly to the success of sector wide information management projects.  This evidence
suggests that the development or expansion of a case management system should involve a high degree
of user involvement. This should include:

• Empowerment of end users to carry out routine customization themselves, including creating
reports, adjusting the look and feel of an interface or addition of fields not core to software
operation.

• Regular user focus groups and surveys, as well as the tracking of user feedback from training
sessions. The results of this information gathering should be transparent and available for all
users to review. 

• Opportunities for direct relationships between developers and key users, either through 
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e-mail lists or through regular developer-user summits. 

• Formal usability testing with each major release of the case management system.

Direct user involvement is a more difficult proposition for the development of the data exchange
standard. Nonetheless, standards development should involve all stakeholders in the process (see above).

Benefits: Systems more likely to succeed because end users are involved early and often.

5. Actively support diversity through inclusion of agencies with existing systems

In order to succeed, any attempt to address the information management crisis in the settlement sector
needs to embrace a diversity of technical solutions. This cannot just be lip service, but rather must
include active efforts to involve agencies using software other than the core case management system
that will be offered to the sector. Specific steps to consider include:

• Involve agencies with their own systems in the standards development process, using their
systems as a litmus test of whether or not the standard is actually promoting interoperability.

• Consider providing change management support to agencies even if they are not using the
core case management system. This will ensure that agencies with their own system adopt
the new standards. 

• Invite agencies with their own systems to participate in developer-user summits for the core
case management system to promote learning and information exchange between users of
different systems.

While supporting these agencies will not be as costly as supporting agencies using the core system,
significant effort will still be required to ensure that they feel welcome and engaged in the overall
process. 

Benefits: Standards developed by broad set of stakeholders who will actually use them are more
likely to be adopted and used successfully. 
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Estimated costs – pilot project and standards development

The following table outlines estimated costs for implementing the recommendations above. These
estimates are based on the assumptions that HOMES will be used as the core case management system
and that 76 ISAP agencies will need to use this system. Costs would be slightly higher if a system like
ETO was used or if an open source system is developed. These costs should be reviewed and
contingency funding added before the pilot phase is funded.

It is expected that standards development, software upgrades, overall management and other shared costs
would be funded through grants from CIC or other sources. Software setup, usage and training fees
would most likely be the responsibility of agencies. Of course, agencies may need to include additional
overhead costs in their proposals to CIC and other funders to cover new database expenses. 
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Pilot Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total
Standards development 

Expertise and consulting $50,000 $40,000 $10,000 $10,000 $110,000
Travel $20,000 $15,000 $3,000 $3,000 $41,000

Case management software 
Set up $10,000 $39,600 $0 $0 $49,600
User fees $4,500 $34,200 $34,200 $34,200 $107,100
Design requirements and systems analysis $20,000 $30,000 $10,000 $10,000
Development and upgrades $40,000 $60,000 $20,000 $20,000 $140,000

Training and support
First year $27,500 $181,500 $0 $0 $209,000
Subsequent years $0 $12,500 $95,000 $82,500 $190,000

Other
Support to agencies w./ own DB $10,000 $25,000 $10,000 $10,000 $55,000
User groups and consultations $20,000 $30,000 $10,000 $10,000 $70,000
Project planning and management $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $30,000 $210,000
Overhead and admin (15%) $39,300 $79,170 $37,830 $31,455 $187,755

Total $301,300 $606,970 $290,030 $241,155 $1,369,455
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Appendix A – Survey findings

The first phase of this research project was to conduct a survey of Ontario settlement agencies. This
survey was designed to paint a picture of information management and reporting within agencies. Core
research questions for the survey were:

• What kinds of client information are agencies collecting?

• What tools do agencies use to manage client information?

• How satisfied are agencies with the ways in which they currently gather information?

• How do agencies report to funders? Which funder databases are agencies using?

• What do agencies do with reports they create and who do they create them for? What
tools do they use?

• What challenges are agencies experiencing when it comes to managing information?

• Are agencies actively planning or open to new ways of managing client information?

• Is a central client tracking database available to staff?  Who accesses this database?

The survey was completed by over 50 frontline workers and managers from agencies across the
province. The following is a summary of findings from this phase of the research. 

More information on survey objectives and methodology can be found in the OCASI Database Needs
Assessment Research Framework. 

1. What kinds of client information are agencies collecting?

Settlement agencies typically collect the same set of core information about their clients and programs.
The following table lists a set of common information types that agencies collect. 

Type of Information Percentage
Name and contact information 100%
Demographic information (e.g. gender, age) 100%
Service needs 100%
Education and professional background 96%
Programs and services accessed 96%
Clients' referrals to other agencies 96%
Other See below.

We also asked agencies an open ended question about what 'other' information they collect. Most
agencies are gathering immigration information (landed date, port of entry), dependent information (# of
children) and immigration status (new, returning). A smaller number of respondents are collecting
information such as: volunteers, outcomes, special client circumstances, client evaluations, and group
activity or event information. 
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Bottom line: Most agencies are collecting the same types of information. This makes the idea of a
common settlement data standard a feasible option. 

2. What tools do agencies use to manage client information?

Respondents are more likely to use paper files, followed by databases, to gather client information. They
were less likely to use spreadsheets or word processed documents. 

Spreadsheet Database Paper Word  doc Other Responses

Contact info 29% 81% 87% 29% 6% 52

Demographics 38% 75% 77% 23% 6% 52

Education + profession 22% 66% 72% 26% 6% 50

Service needs 29% 62% 77% 27% 10% 52

Programs accessed 28% 62% 82% 24% 10% 50

Client referrals 21% 54% 77% 25% 10% 51

Average 28% 67% 79% 26% 8% 51

No agencies make exclusive use of a single type of tool. The choice of tool depends on the type of client
information to be managed. Of particular note is the fact that databases are typically used to handle
information about the client (e.g., contact and demographic information) and less typically to manage
information about the services a client uses (e.g., service or referral information). 

Bottom line: Databases exist in the sector but are used most heavily as phone and contact
directories. Use of databases as management and evaluation tools is limited to between 50 and 60
percent of agencies. 

When it comes to a choice of databases for managing client information, the vast majority use Microsoft
Access or a custom designed database. Very few have adopted databases designed by other agencies. 

Type of Information Percentage
MS Access 48%
Custom database we created ourselves 44%
Database created by another by agency (e.g. COSTI 13%
We don’t use any databases at all 12%
FileMaker Pro 4%

It should be noted that agencies were allowed to select more than one option to accommodate the fact
that many agencies use multiple systems. 

3. How satisfied are agencies with the ways in which they currently gather information?

Asked to rank their current systems on a scale from 1 to 5, agencies indicated that they are moderately
satisfied with their current systems.  

Task Average
Track client name and contact information 3.82
Track client demographic information 3.61
Create reports for funders 3.56
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Monitor outcomes (e.g., number of clients served types of clients served) 3.45
Create reports for managers or board members 3.41
Track client activity (e.g., programs & services accessed by client) 3.35
Share information with other programs within your agency 3.31
Track client service needs 3.26
Track client education and professional qualifications 3.22
Share information with external agencies 2.89

Echoing the fact that databases are used mostly to gather information about clients, agencies are most
likely to be satisfied with the way they handle basic information (contact and demographic information).
Similarly, there is less satisfaction program and service information gathered. This information must be
gathered in an effective manner to support management decision making and evaluation. 

Bottom line: Agencies are seeking better information systems to help with program and service
tracking. This information can support management decision making and evaluation. 

4. How do agencies report to funders? Which funder databases are agencies using?

Agencies rely on a variety of tools to gather the information they use to report to funder – spreadsheets,
paper forms and databases to produce reports for funders. 

System Percentage
Spreadsheet 71%
Word document 65%
Paper 62%
Database 58%
Other 10%

As the data illustrates, agencies are almost always using multiple systems to gather information that is
eventually reported to funders. This finding points to a complete disconnect between day to day case
management systems and evaluation and reporting systems. It is this disconnect that is forcing agencies
to do double, triple or quadruple entry on the same data, which is a huge source of frustration and a
significant waste of valuable human resources. 

Bottom line: There is a disconnect between day to day information management and systems used for
reporting and evaluation. This disconnect is a huge source of frustration and wasted resources. 

One of the sources of this problem is the fact that agencies are required to use multiple reporting
channels for multiple programs – even when those programs are supported by the same funder: 

System Percent 
iCAMS database (CIC) 82%
CIC - paper forms (CIC) 67%
ARS database (CIC) 43%
Other funder database (describe) 37%
IMS database (Ontario Citizenship) 12%
OTIS database (CIC) 6%
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As this table illustrates, any attempt to resolve the information management crisis in the settlement
sector must address the fact that agencies are dealing with a fragmented set of reporting requirements.
This issue could be addressed by a common information standard that deals with things like contact and
service information. 

Bottom line: Agencies are using multiple systems to report to multiple funding programs. Any
response to information management issues must be flexible enough to adapt to multiple funder
needs. 

5. What do agencies do with reports they create and who do they create them for? What tools do they
use?

Agencies create reports for a variety of reasons – reporting to funders, sharing information with board
members, conducting evaluations and monitoring outcomes and marketing services. The tools they use
to create such reports include: 

Spreadsheet Database Paper Word doc Other
Report to funders 71% 58% 62% 65% 10%
Report to managers and board
members 68% 56% 64% 64% 10%
Monitor outcomes (e.g. number
of clients served) 62% 63% 56% 42% 8%
Average 67% 59% 60% 57% 9%

Of these tools, there is no overwhelming ‘tool of choice’ - although respondents were slightly more
likely to use spreadsheets when reporting to funders and internal managers. This reinforces the findings
highlighted above – that information management approaches used within settlement agencies are
typified by fragmentation and a high degree of redundancy. 

Bottom line: Information management approaches used within settlement agencies are typified by
fragmentation and a high degree of redundancy. 

6. What challenges are agencies experiencing when it comes to managing information?

In order to assess areas of satisfaction and challenges related to database use, agencies were asked to
indicate whether they agree (5) or disagree (1) with the following statements:

Statement Rating
Our staff have sufficient technical skills to use a database effectively 3.38
We collect all the information we need about our clients 3.23
Information about our clients is stored centrally and is easily accessible 3.15
The database(s) that we use is (are) well designed and meet our needs 2.87
Information can be easily aggregated to produce reports 2.74
Staff do not have to duplicate their work when entering client info 2.6

Rated using a scale of 1-5 where 1=completely disagree and 5=completely agree

When it comes to using databases, respondents are most likely to be frustrated by data duplication. This
is followed by the challenge of aggregating data to create reports, and having to use poorly designed
databases. Additional frequently mentioned challenges cited in written (non-quantitative) feedback
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included: the lack of a central database within agencies, and the lack of standards to guide information
collection and reporting within agencies.

Bottom line: The fragmentation of information management systems and resulting duplication of
effort represent a major area of frustration within settlement agencies.

7. Are agencies actively planning or open to new ways of managing client information?

Agencies were asked in the survey whether or not they were planning to make changes to their
information systems. Changes under consideration included:

Planned changes to database Percent
Transferring information stored in paper files into a database 40%
Training staff on using databases more effectively 37%
Redesigning or enhancing our current database 33%
Acquiring replacement database that is better suited to our needs 21%
Merging multiple program databases into a single consolidated one 14%

A large majority of agencies indicated they planned changes, some implied the need for new database
tools (e.g., moving paper to database), while others implied the need to improve existing systems (e.g.,
upgrades and training). This shows that there is a need for a diverse strategy to improve information
management systems, accommodating both agencies desiring new systems and agencies that would like
to improve systems they have already invested in.

Bottom line: Agencies are keen to have better information systems, with some desiring new systems
and others desiring to improve the internal systems they have already invested in.

8. Is a central client tracking database available to staff?  Who accesses this database?

The vast majority of respondents (68%) do not use a single database or method to track client
information. Of the 32% that do have a single database, it is primarily frontline staff who use and have
access to this system:

People using database
Front line staff 83%
Program managers 77%
Executive director 46%
Other (describe) 15%
Volunteers 12%
No one uses a database 8%

Results in this area reinforce the fact that most agencies have fragmented information management
systems. These results also reinforce the fact that the biggest gap in information systems is in the area of
management decision making and evaluation – even organizations that do have centralized systems do
not provide useful tools for executive directors. 
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Appendix B – Focus group findings

A series of focus groups were held in June 2004 with the aim of gaining a more nuanced understanding
of how information management is being dealt with in settlement agencies. The focus groups were
designed to explore the following research questions:

• What do agencies believe that databases can help them to do? What kind of information
and tools would be required to meet these needs?

• Where are current information management tools working well? Where are they
creating challenges? What would users like to see in the future?

• Where current reporting and evaluation systems are working well? Where are there
challenges? What should the future look like?

• How do electronic information management tools fit into the day to day work patterns
and culture of agencies? 

• What do agencies do with reports they create? For whom do they create reports? 

• How do agencies coordinate the flow of information about an individual client between
programs? What challenges do they experience when doing so?

• What technical barriers do staff face when using databases (e.g., lack of training, poorly
designed database, data entry errors)?

A total of five focus groups were held in London, Ottawa and Toronto. Participants from Northern
Ontario were brought into Toronto to ensure all regions were represented in the discussions.
Approximately 45 people participated in the focus groups, with about equal representation from front
line workers and managers. What follows is a summary of findings from these discussions. 

More information on the focus group objectives and methodology can be found in the OCASI
Database Needs Assessment Research Framework. 
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1. What do agencies believe that databases can help them to do? What kind of information and tools
would be required to meet these needs?

“A database would truly ease our management of many things – helping clients, 
delivering better programs, reporting more effectively to funders and our board.”

- Participant from management focus group 

At a broad level, agencies across Ontario believe that better database systems are needed to help with
case management, internal evaluation and reporting to funders. Specific functions identified through the
focus groups included: 

• Collect and track client information
• Assess client progress and needs
• Assess staff and volunteer performance
• Identify program trends and needs
• Assess program performance
• Improve service delivery
• Inform day-to-day or strategic decision making
• Report to funders and other key stakeholders
• Write compelling funding proposals

Virtually all participants felt strongly that a well designed database was essential towards helping them
meet these needs. However, databases were not considered the only tool required to meet these needs. A
significant number also felt that paper records will continue, for some time, to compliment databases as
an essential tool. 

Bottom line: There is strong consensus that all settlement agencies need a full featured database to
handle case management, internal program management and reporting to funders.

2a. Where are current information management tools working well? Where are they creating challenges?
What would agencies like to see in the future?

 “We're taking time out of client service to enter statistics into two different systems. 
All this wasteful data entry work means that clients suffer.”

                                                                            - Participant from front line focus group

When focus group participants were asked whether they were happy with the information management
tools they used, the majority of responses ranged from neutral to unhappy. There were almost no
agencies that felt wholly happy with their information management tools. 

In probing the reasons for such a high level of dissatisfaction, a number of common themes emerged –
double entry of data, unreliable technology within the agency, lack of IT support, poorly designed
databases. The problem of double entry was by far the biggest issue. Double, triple and quadruple entry
was the norm across the board, illustrating the fact that funder 'reporting only' databases are fragmenting
agency information management and putting agency staff under tremendous amounts of needless stress.
Participants also  expressed that duplicate data entry was a big drain on limited resources, taking time
away from client service provision and preventing agencies from collecting their own information.
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The few organizations that expressed some satisfaction with their information management tools had
invested significantly in their own databases. This group tended to feel that their database effectively
captured client information and allowed them to perform their role with much greater efficiency than
before investing in their databases. However, they were still frustrated by the fact that the internal
information systems that they had developed did not  speak directly to funder systems like ICAMS –
which, again, meant double entry and an overall fragmentation of information management within the
agency. 

Bottom line: There is near universal frustration with ICAMS and other 'reporting only' systems
imposed by funders. These systems are leading to data fragmentation and wasted resources. 

2b. What would agencies like to see in the future?

 “A sector database can't be 'one size fits all'.”

– Participant from 
         management focus group

The majority of participants agreed that better database tools could benefit the whole of the settlement
sector. However, a good number of participants stressed the fact that creating a system that met the
needs of the whole sector would be difficult. They felt that the biggest challenge would be pulling
together sufficient initiative and resources from funders and agencies. Another major concern was client
confidentiality – a sector-wide database would have to maintain strict privacy standards to ensure buy-in
from agencies.

Within this context, the most frequent observation was that a sector database would have to be extremely
flexible in order to accommodate a diversity of information needs. Any system developed would not
only have the ability to accommodate differences amongst settlement agencies but also the fact that most
agencies provide services in many different program areas. At the same time, it was also acknowledged
that the sector would have to come together to identify core sector data that would ensure consistency
across the board, particularly when feeding reports to funder systems such as iCAMS.

Bottom line: Any database across the sector must be flexible enough to support the needs of agencies
with diverse program offerings and funding sources. 

3. Where current reporting and evaluation systems are working well? Where are there challenges? What
should the future look like?

 “I’m frustrated because the actual data that we have to input 
doesn’t reflect the work that’s been done.”

- Participant from front line focus group

Agencies feel that there is a huge disconnect between their own reporting needs and the reports that
funders demand of them. Agencies commonly felt that funder reporting criteria projected a superficial
view of agency achievements and that funder reporting requirements change too rapidly. These problems
are exacerbated by the fact that agencies typically work with many different funders. As a result, double,
triple and even quadruple data entry is the norm – all with very little reporting or evaluation benefits
flowing back to agencies as a result of their efforts. 
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When asked what the future of reporting should look like, participants felt that the process could
become a lot more streamlined and easier to perform. Within this context, the following suggestions
were made: 

• Greater consensus amongst funders with respect to the kinds of information needed from
agencies

• Sector managed standards to ensure ‘the same language was being spoken’ within the sector
• Establishing connections between funder and agency databases to make reporting seamless and

less resource-intensive
• Better access to technical support for report creation and design

Many participants pointed out that the sector would have to summon a great deal of initiative and
resources in order to make the leap to the future.  However, they also felt that the end result (of easier
reporting) would be well worth it.

Bottom line: Current reporting regimes are too time consuming. Information and reporting
standards could both solve this problem and give agencies reports that help them to serve their clients
better. 

4. How do electronic information management tools fit into the day to day work patterns and culture of
agencies? 

 “We have three databases. I wish there was just one.”

– Participant from 
           management focus group

Focus group participants indicated information management tools fit into a great number of daily tasks
and roles within agencies. The table below shows some of the people and tasks that rely on databases as
part of their usual routine. 

Front line staff • Collect and track client information
• Assess client progress and needs
• Support day-to-day decision

making
Program managers • Assess program performance

• Support strategic decision making
• Improve service delivery

Executive Director • Support strategic decision making
• Report to funders, board members

and other key stakeholders
• Assess agency and staff

performance

Other groups may also utilize a database to get their work done. According to participants, this includes
groups such as researchers, IT staff, board members, and outreach workers. 
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In short, a database must support a diversity of people, programs and tasks. Most agencies do not have a
database that is sophisticated enough to manage information for all programs and services run by an
agency. This means that information is dispersed across many systems – making it difficult to obtain a
consolidated view of an agency’s performance or its clients. It also leads to information fragmentation,
double entry and, ultimately, wasted time and resources. 

Bottom line: Within any given agency, a broad spectrum of people and programs rely on databases
to get their work done. However, given the multiplicity of systems used in agencies, information tends
to be dispersed and difficult to access.  

5. What do agencies do with reports they create? For whom do they create reports? 

 “We put a lot of data in, but when I need to write a report, I can’t get the data out.”

                      - Participant from management focus group

Reports play a huge role in gauging an agency’s performance and determining future action – from the
perspective of both funders and internal managers. Yet, despite the importance of these reports, agencies
have a very difficult time producing them. Some of the biggest impediments include: 

• Agencies tend to have multiple, incompatible case management tools which means that
information is difficult to aggregate. Client information, for example, may be stored in a
paper file as well as a database. 

• Database systems are often equipped with inflexible capabilities, forcing staff to be
overly-reliant on technical staff whenever a new kind of report must be created.

• Internal databases do not connect in any way to external funder databases, forcing a
great deal of manual work when information must be transferred from one to the other.

For many participants, these reporting-related challenges make the case for a better, sector-owned client
management system.

Bottom line: Although reports are a crucial source of information for funders and agency managers
alike, the sector suffers from a complete absence of adequate reporting tools. 

6. How do agencies coordinate the flow of information about an individual client between programs?
What challenges do they experience when doing so?

 “With the right amount of political will and resources, a sector database is possible.”

                                                                                - Participant from front line focus group

A very small number of agencies have a central database system capable of managing information fed
from many different programs. For the vast majority of agencies, information about clients tends to be
distributed across many mediums – databases, word documents, paper files – with each medium
managed by a different program, or group of programs. The problem of disparate silos of information
leads to the following problems:

• Duplicate client records maintained within the agency, some more outdated than others
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• Inability to get a complete picture of a client’s interaction with the agency
• Lack of consistency in how staff collect information, making information difficult to consolidate

In light of such challenges, participants were overwhelmingly in favour of building or acquiring a case
management system that could be shared with any settlement agency that needs one. As noted above,
many also felt that there are significant hurdles to overcome to make this happen, namely finding the
resources and mobilizing the political will. 

Participants felt that in order for case management system to effectively deal with the problem of
‘information silos’ within an agency it would have to:

• Consolidate all of the information produced by various programs into a single system, thus
giving everyone easy access to information

• Ensure consistency in the way information is entered by all staff
• Give agency staff a great deal of flexibility, where necessary, in determining the kinds of

information to collect

Participants stressed the fact that no matter how good this system was, it would never meet the needs of
all agencies. They believed strongly that agencies that wanted to use other systems should still be
allowed to do so, connecting with funder databases through some other mechanism. 

Bottom line: There is a strong consensus that agencies need a better case management tool – one that
centralizes agency data and addresses problems such as data duplication and inconsistent data entry
standards. 

7. What technical barriers do staff face when using databases (e.g., lack of training, poorly designed
database, data entry errors)?

 “We don’t have the technology or know-how. When we say we need help, we’re told 
'it costs too much money' or 'needs a professional computer person', 

so we’re stuck doing our homemade job.

– Participant from management focus group

A lack of training and technical support have led to a great deal of distrust when it comes to using
computers. Many focus group participants mentioned keeping hardcopies as backup against the
possibility of stolen computers or meltdowns. Others prefer using paper simply because they dislike
computers, even though they acknowledged that the work environment was becoming more
computerized. 

Bottom line: Agencies feel extremely restricted in their use of databases by a lack of training and
technical support.   
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Appendix C – Case management system requirements

Early on in the project, it became clear that many settlement agencies needed better software tools for
case management. The question was: what would these tools look like? With this question in mind, both
the focus groups and the database reviews were designed to help paint a picture of the kind of case
management system that settlement agencies need.  The following set of case management system
requirements reflects the results of this research. These requirements are intended to both support
decision making about software platforms (see Appendix D) and aid in the development of more detailed
technical design documentation for a final software solution. 

Business requirements

Good software design and decision making starts with 'business requirements' – a list of things that the
software will do to help an organization reach its social, political or business goals. Key business
requirements for a sector-wide settlement case management system include:

• Collect and track client information
• Assess client progress and needs
• Assess staff and volunteer performance
• Identify program trends and needs
• Assess program outcomes
• Improve service delivery
• Inform day-to-day or strategic decision making
• Report to funders and other key stakeholders
• Support the development of compelling funding proposals

These requirements provide the litmus test for any solution that is built. If a system developed or
selected for use in the settlement sector does not meet all of these requirements, it has not responded to
the core needs of agencies and is likely to be a failure. 

Functional requirements

Another key layer of software design are functional requirements, things  the system must do in order to
meet the business or social needs of the organizations that will be using it. Key functional requirements
for a settlement case management system include:

• Case management module: System for managing information about an individual client file
including contact information, goals, services accessed and outcomes. May also manage and
track referrals for individual clients as they move through an agency's programs. 

• Program management module: System for monitoring and managing programs within an
agency. Includes 'live' information about workload, client volume and budgets to aid decision
making by program managers and executive directors.

• Outcomes assessment module: Provides up-to-date reports on client and program progress
towards pre-defined outcomes. Based on logic models developed by agencies and funders. 

• Report creation tool: Agencies have the ability to access standard reports and to build their
own queries using a simple interface
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• Data export tool: Data can be exported by any normal end user with the proper permissions.
The export operation happens through a simple interface similar to that used in programs like
Microsoft Outlook. 

• Customization interface: Provides agencies with a simple, forms based interface to add new
fields and interface templates in a manner that does not interfere with the core operation of
the system. Ideally, this would also include a documented API so that agencies can hire their
own developers to add new modules to the system. 

• Funder reporting interface: Reports can be submitted electronically to funders via secure e-
mail or web services. Report submission for ISAP is already built into the software, with the
option of adding other funder reports as needed. 

• Granular security system: Agencies can control levels of information access granted to
different staff and volunteers. 

It is important to emphasize that these are only very high level requirements. The first step in
implementing the recommendations in this report should be the development of more detailed functional
requirements, use cases and technical design documentation. This type of documentation will be required
in all implementation scenarios, even if the scenario chosen is based on the idea of building on existing
software. 

Data structure requirements

A case management system is essentially a large database that collects information about clients and
programs. Given this structure, it is important to start out with a picture of the type of data that needs to
be collected. The following is a list of major data types that the system will need to collect and report on,
based on input from focus groups and a review of existing funder reporting databases:

• Client contact (e.g., phone number, address)
• Client demographic (e.g., date of birth, gender, marital status)
• Client immigration (e.g., country of origin, status in Canada, date of landing)
• Client needs (e.g., personal goals and services needed)
• Client appointments and activity (e.g., counselor seen, nature of visit, referrals)
• Program information (e.g., program description, size, staff, budgets)
• Agency information (e.g., program/service delivery costs, budgets, salary rates)
• Program outcomes (based on agency and funder logic models)

These data requirements relate not only to the design of the case management system but also to the
creation of data exchange standards that will allow agency databases to connect electronically with
funder reporting systems. Significant work on the data requirements of CIC-funded programs has
already been completed by the Canadian Outcomes Research Institute and the Alberta Association of
Immigration and Settlement Agencies (AAISA). This research could form the foundations of a standards
project.
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Design principles

In addition to identifying the specific requirements that a system must meet, it is also useful to develop a
set of principles that will guide the system design. Agencies participating in the focus groups felt
strongly that principles such as the following should be applied to the design of any case management
system that would be used across the settlement sector:

• Low cost – can be used by agencies with limited funding and technical resources
• Scalable and flexible to accommodate the needs of diverse programs 
• Agencies maintain full ownership over data
• Can be used by all programs within an agency – including non-settlement programs
• Places day to day administration of the software in the hands of designated end users

whenever possible
• Agencies have the option of using their own database OR using a ‘sector endorsed solution’
• Sector designates and maintains core data elements that are common to all databases. 
• Agencies designate and maintain date elements that are specific to their own agencies
• Publicly available data standards are used where ever possible

As with the business requirements listed above, these principles provide a kind of litmus test. Both the
system and the development process should be designed with these principles in mind. 
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Appendix D – Database reviews

Once consultations with the sector had been completed and general requirements developed, a series of
database reviews were conducted. The 11 systems reviewed fell into three categories:

• Generic case management systems
• Custom systems developed by Ontario settlement agencies
• Funder reporting databases with little or no case management functionality

The following pages include an overview of leading systems against established case management
system requirements as well as an individual assessment of each system reviewed. A section entitled
'Issues related to adopting HOMES' is also included, as HOMES is the highest scoring system but
nonetheless has issues that would need to be resolved before adoption by the Ontario settlement sector. 

Review summary

The following table compares seven of the databases reviewed against the requirements listed in the
previous section of this report. The systems in the middle of the table are candidates for case
management in the settlement sector. The systems on the right are funder reporting systems developed
by or for CIC – these systems tend not to include case management functionality. Systems that were
neither candidates nor funder reporting tools were excluded from this overview table.  

Business requirements HOMES ETO Equicare Xina ARS iCAMS OTIS

Collect client information X X X X X X

Assess client progress X X X

Assess staff performance
Identify program trends X X X X X

Assess program outcomes X X X

Improve service delivery X X X X X

Inform agency decision making X X X X X

Report to funders X X X X X X

Functional requirements HOMES ETO Equicare Xina ARS iCAMS OTIS

Case management module X X X X X

Program management module X X X X

Outcomes assessment module X X X

Report creation tool X

Data export tool X X X X

Customization interface X X X

Funder reporting interface X X X X

Granular security system X X X X X X

Data requirements HOMES ETO Equicare Xina ARS iCAMS OTIS

Client contact X X X X X

Client demographic X X X X X X

Client immigration X X X X

Client needs X X X X X

Client activity  X X X X X X

Program information X X X X X

Agency information X X X X

Program outcomes X X
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Individual database reviews

What follows is an individual assessment of each of the database systems reviewed during this research
project. All systems have been rated on a scale from 1 – 5 based on how well they fit with the case
management system requirements gathered from the sector. It should be emphasized that a low rating
does not necessarily imply poor quality software but rather that a system does not match the needs
identified within the sector. For example, all three funder reporting tools are of high technical quality yet
have been given low ratings as they have little or no case management functionality. 

HOMES                                                                                                                                                                                4 out of 5

Profile Web-based system run by Canadian Outcomes Research Institute (CORI).
Combines outcomes monitoring with case and program management.

Core functions • Case management
• Program management
• Outcomes assessment
• Report creation
• Export of data to funders, agency staff

Key strengths • System already being adapted to support the Alberta Association of
Immigrant Serving Agencies (AAISA), which includes preliminary
discussions to integrate with iCAMS

• HOMES facilitates multiple sectors within one system, allowing agencies
with multiple programs to coherently integrate their information systems

• Very low set-up and maintenance fee
• System supports many programs/users/agencies
• System maintained by non-profit social enterprise with a commitment to

representing the needs of the sector. Not a commercial vendor  
• Web accessible agencies do not have to invest in or maintain local server
• Trainers come from the sector and are qualified to respond to user needs
• Training teaches how to integrate the software into the organization

workflow, not just software training
Key weaknesses • System forces outcomes monitoring on user – even if not desired

• Centralization of CORI’s organization limits their growth. Only four
developers handling the rapid expansion of the system

• System is sometimes too complex and confusing to users – usability needs
to be improved

• Revenue has not yet broken even with costs
Meets our need? Yes. HOMES is a case management tool, and one that is powerful and very

easy to use, with an intrinsic outcomes-oriented design 
Potential
obstacles

Moving system to Ontario settlement sector would require significant growth
in training and support capacity of CORI. Also, usability and ability to
customize need to be improved.
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Efforts to Outcomes (ETO)                                                                                                                                        3 out of 5

Profile Proprietary, web-based application service provider. Created by former non-
profit human services case management workers to track client information
from an outcomes orientation

Core functions • Case management
• Report creation
• Outcomes assessment
• Scheduling 
• Export of data to funders, agency staff

Key strengths • Outcomes assessment computed as client data entered
• Mature, easy to use user interface
• Relatively large degree of end-user control
• Relatively inexpensive
• Can purchase a sector-wide “enterprise” solution
• Enterprise solution permits direct database access, allowing for data

migration if necessary
Key weaknesses • Access control to data is not especially powerful

• Vendor relationship as opposed to sector controlled approach
• Users must contract and pay for each improvement
• Timelines for improvements may be slow
• Has never been tested in a Canadian context
• Young company with limited track record

Meets our need? Yes. Efforts to Outcomes is a case management tool, and one that is powerful
and very easy to use, with an intrinsic outcomes-oriented design. Its only
drawback is that it requires localization to a Canadian context

Potential
obstacles

By using proprietary software by a relatively young company, the sector will
be vulnerable to the company folding. Also, needs to be adapted for Canadian
use and use in the settlement sector
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Equicare                                                                                                                                                                           2.5 out of 5

Profile Proprietary, web-based case management system for health care providers
developed and owned by Equicare, a BC based company

Core functions • Case management 
• Program management
• Client goal tracking
• Referral sharing within and between agencies
• Outcome measurement
• Report creation

Key strengths • User friendly interface
• Data portability (can be easily exchanged between agencies using the

system as well as exported to other systems)
• System supports many programs/users/agencies
• System can be largely self-managed using control panel (e.g., access, new

field creation)
Key weaknesses • Requires adaptation from healthcare to immigrant settlement functionality

• Expensive set up and maintenance costs – cheapest installation has been
about 60K for one agency

• Vendor relationship as opposed to sector controlled approach
• Users must contract and pay for each improvement
• Timelines for improvements may be slow
• Young company with limited track record

Meets our need? Yes. With an attractive interface, customizable data elements, good scalability,
and the ability to track referrals from program to program, Equicare is a
potential candidate solution. However, its focus on health care is a distraction.

Potential
obstacles

● Most expensive compared to all other options reviewed. Needs to be adapted to
settlement sector Proprietary system, owned by a relatively small, young BC-
based company. Could go out of business. 
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Xina                                                                                                                                                                                    2.5 out of 5

Profile Open source, web accessible system that runs on any Unix-based operating
system

Core functions • Case management
• Program management
• Report creation

Key strengths • Designed for use by multiple agencies and programs
• Software is free
• System can be largely self-managed using control panel (e.g., access,

new field creation)
Key weaknesses • Small system supported by only a few developers

• Limited reporting functionality
• Data cannot be exported 

Meets our need? No, not in its current form. The software is still immature and requires a
system expert to operate. However, it could provide the foundations for the
development of an open source system for Ontario's settlement sector

ARS                                                                                                                                                                                      2 out of 5

Profile Case management and funder reporting system for LINC service providers.
Built and operated by Centre for Language Training and Assessment

Core functions • Case management (LINC-specific) 
• Funder reporting 

Key strengths • CIC funded (sustainability assured)
• Comes with extensive support infrastructure
• User friendly / good interface
• Funder data automatically extracted and sent to CIC

Key weaknesses • Not a generic case management tool – highly customized to meet
specific needs of LINC service providers

• Does not have outcomes measurement tools
• Lacks support for custom templates and data exports
• Client server system requires technical maintenance / software install

at agencies
Meets our need? No, not in its current form. The system is quite specific to LINC. Also, does

not allow for easy end user customization, data exports or outcomes
measurement

Potential
obstacles

Would need to re-architect system from scratch to work as a more generic case
management system. Would also need to move to web-based application
service provider model and away from current client server model 
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COSTI                                                                                                                                                                                  2 out of 5

Profile Custom SQL server database with a front end interface that runs on a local area
network

Core functions • Case management
• Program management
• Report creation

Key strengths • System supports many programs/users/agencies
• Come from Ontario settlement agency with extensive ISAP experience

Key weaknesses • Local area network based. Does not lend itself to central application
service provider delivery model

• High implementation cost – each agency would bear costs for
configuration and hardware) 

• Data is not fully portable – information gathered at agency sites must
be pooled manually

• Design, ongoing development and maintenance of system tied to
single developer

• IT development and support is not COSTI’s core business 
Meets our need? No. The COSTI system already handles case management. However, the

system is not as flexible as commercial systems or systems like HOMES that
have designed for wide scale use right from the outset. Also, it is LAN-based

 

Purkinje                                                                                                                                                                             2 out of 5

Profile Custom SQL server database with a front end interface that runs on a local area
network. Developed by Purkinje, a software development company

Core functions • Case management
• Program management
• Report creation
• Scheduling 

Key strengths • Designed for use by multiple agencies and programs
• User-friendly interface

Key weaknesses • Lacks in-built reporting functionality (band-aid solution has been
applied)

• Single level of access
• System maintenance contracted out to third party company with a

spotty record of providing good support
• Expensive setup and maintenance costs
• Data is not sufficiently portable  

Meets our need? No. The system does case management, but it does not have strong support for
custom elements and, as a result of the bottleneck of its centralized
development, it has not kept up to its users demands 
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iCAMS                                                                                                                                                                                  1 out of 5

Profile CIC owned Sybase database with a web accessible front end
Core functions • Report submission
Key strengths • Web-based – does not require any technical set-up

• Sustainability is assured because it is owned by CIC
Key weaknesses • NOT a case management tool: case management component would

have to be built from scratch
• Data entry fields and reporting driven by needs of CIC
• Rudimentary reporting features
• Significant dislike for iCAMS amongst agencies

Meets our need? No. iCAMS does not support case management. It is only a reporting tool 

OCISO                                                                                                                                                                                  1 out of 5

Profile Custom MS Access database running on a local area network
Core functions • Client management

• Report creation
Key strengths • System is user-friendly

• System meets program staff needs
Key weaknesses • Highly customized system – not flexible enough to support diverse

programs or agencies
• No control panel for day to day management of database: system is

highly dependant on database designer
• Only runs on a local area network

Meets our need? No. The system is too customized to be useful as a case management tool
adopted broadly across the sector 

Potential
obstacles

Could not be used by agencies that are only partially settlement oriented

OTIS                                                                                                                                                                                       1 out of 5

Profile Web-based reporting system for settlement staff working in schools to report to
CIC. Developed as an alternative to previous paper-based reporting process

Core functions • Report submission
Key strengths • Good quality support provided by OCASI

• Web accessible – no tech investment required by agencies
• Ontario has already invested in OTIS

Key weaknesses • NOT a case management tool. Individual client info is not tracked
• Data entry fields and reporting primarily driven by needs of funder
• Designed for SWIS program only
• Aggregated data transferred to funder and is manually keyed into the

iCAMS database by a CIC official
Meets our need? No. Not a case management tool
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WHCMC                                                                                                                                                                             1 out of 5

Profile Custom SQL server database with a web accessible running on a local area
network   

Core functions • Client management
• Report creation

Key strengths • System is user-friendly, robust
• System meets program staff needs

Key weaknesses • Highly customized system
• System is not an agency-wide solution (is only used by a subset of

programs run by the agency)
Meets our need? No. The system is too customized to be useful for a general context

Issues related to adoption of HOMES

As outlined above, HOMES is the most likely system for adoption within the Ontario settlement sector.
It has strong case management and outcomes measurement features as well as a proven ability to work
well in agencies that have multiple programs and funders. However, adopting HOMES in Ontario would
require some changes in order to come completely into line with the needs of Ontario agencies. These
include: 

• Ensure that adequate supporting infrastructure is in place in Ontario, especially trainers and
change management consultants. CORI has recently added an Ontario trainer to its roster, but
it is not clear whether this represents enough capacity to support Ontario's entire settlement
sector. One way to address this might be to implement a train the trainer model with OCASI,
or to simply house a CORI trainer within OCASI for a two or three year period.

• Improve tools that allow advanced users or agency technical staff to customize the system
without the help of CORI. This includes tools for the creation of new reports and addition of
new fields not related to the core functioning of the system. These functions would happen
though a web based interface, similar to tools offered by online survey or CRM ASPs.

• Adapt HOMES to use the data exchange standards described elsewhere in this report. This
would allow HOMES to connect to funder systems such as iCAMS.

• Conduct a usability review, with a specific emphasis on interface complexity and workflow.
Usability issues already identified include: overwhelming and confusing interface in some
places; data tags system needs review; only works with Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Implement a new, simpler HOMES interface based on this review. 

• Put in place a process for importing key legacy data from existing agency systems in HOMES
so that agencies do not need to running parallel systems during the HOMES start up process.

• Eventually, evolve HOMES to the point that third party developers working for agencies can
develop additional modules on top of the system. This could happen by offering a HOMES
API, by open sourcing the core case management system or both. 
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Of course, all of these upgrades to HOMES will cost money. A 3 – 5 year budget for system upgrades
should be put in place as a part of any Ontario settlement information management strategy. This budget
would allow for issues such as the ones outlined above to be addressed in an iterative and evolutionary
manner, with a high degree of user input guiding the process along the way.
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Appendix E – Case studies

The following is a series of three case studies of complex, sector-wide information management projects.
As outlined in the body of this report, these cases help shed light on the question: what has worked – and
what hasn't – in other sectors? Each case is based on extensive interviews with project sponsors,
developers users and, in some cases, funders.

Case #1 - HOMES

HOMES is a web based application service provider (ASP) and outcomes-oriented case management
database created for the non-profit human services sector. HOMES key strength is that it can facilitate
multiple sectors within one system, allowing agencies with many programs to coherently integrate their
information systems. 

Based in Alberta, HOMES is operated and hosted by Calgary's Canadian Outcomes Research Institute
(CORI). Using this web-based ASP, agencies collect, manage, and own their data. Information from
multiple agencies is also stored within one common database to allow multi-agency data analysis and
best practice reporting by CORI and others. CORI oversees overall leadership and development.  

CORI is a non-profit whose guiding philosophy is to improve the organization of human services
through outcomes assessment. Some of its key characteristics include: 

• Power in numbers. HOMES provides a platform for people from many different sectors and
locations to come together. HOMES' is a powerful case management tool, and very easy to
use, with an intrinsic outcomes-oriented design. Moreover, HOMES reduces overall costs,
pools data to enable more powerful data analysis and creates new opportunities for
collaboration.

• Outcomes focus. CORI is heavily focused on outcomes evaluation, which they strongly
believe leads to better service for their end users. CORI prizes its 'outcomes trainers' and
view HOMES as their primary tool. 

• Non-profit focus: HOMES is designed exclusively for use in the non-profit sector by social
service agencies and other organizations that need to manage client information and track
outcomes. Also, the staff at CORI is drawn from the sectors that they serve. This means that
they bring both non-profit sector values and knowledge about the needs of user agencies to
the work that they do.

CORI's mission and values defines HOMES outcomes focus but also its limitations, which need to be
addressed for HOMES successful adoption in Ontario. 

Introduction

Of all the systems under review for this report, HOMES stood out not only for its singular high quality
and low price, but also for the integrity of the social organization surrounding the system. It is clear that
CORI's strong values adhere to their clients and their clients' clients. 

On the other hand, while they are a significant contender for a potential solution for Ontario, CORI has
relevant questions about fully extending themselves into this province.   Working with CORI to address
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the needs of Ontario settlement agencies will not just be a matter of saying 'sign me up'. Discussion will
need to be held to ensure that HOMES can be fully adapted to meet Ontario needs.

Of pertinent interest to OCASI is that their Alberta counterparts, the Alberta Association of Immigrant
Serving Agencies (AAISA) is already well along the process of adopting HOMES to serve their needs
within Alberta as well as potentially interface with iCAMS. Given AAISA's decision to use HOMES, it
would make sense to partner with CORI and AAISA at some level. At a minimum, this could involve
sharing learning and developing common data standards. At a larger level, it could involve the full
adaptation and adoption of HOMES within an Ontario context. 

Background

When Kelly Ernst began developing an outcomes-oriented database system as part of his Ph.D.
dissertation, he caught the attention of Bob Wyatt of the Muttart Foundation. Wyatt  perceived a broader
application for the software than the agency it was written for. The system stood out from its competitors
by combining outcomes monitoring directly with case and program management. Other systems track
outcomes as an  afterthought, but HOMES integrates outcomes monitoring into  everyday workflow.
HOMES goal was to ensure human services agencies increased their efficiency while becoming
outcomes-oriented. 

Muttart provided the funding to turn HOMES into an application piloted initially at six agencies within
the Alberta Association of Services for Children and Families, who realized that outcomes measurement
will become standard within Alberta and Canada. The need was there for tools to support outcome-based
models.

The association grew in size and complexity expanding to become the Canadian Outcomes Research
Institute (CORI). CORI is used by over  400 agencies concentrated mostly in Alberta,  with
representation now in British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Ontario. 

What distinguishes CORI from other case management ASPs is that they are also a non-profit staffed
from the human services sector. CORI's mandate is driven by the needto improve the organization
practices of their client agencies, and HOMES is the ideal tool to achieve that. It is apparent that HOMES
has wider application and potential beyond current sectors. 

CORI is approaching expansion beyond Alberta and BC with caution. However, they have assigned a
consultant and trainer in Ontario. CORI's caution reflects their desire to maintain the integrity of their
values and deliver quality service.  

Stakeholder analysis 

HOMES stakeholders include its founders, CORI and its director Kelly Ernst, developers, trainers,
sectors and agency funders. Each plays a unique role in HOMES development and direction and shared
responsibility for its success and challenges throughout its evolution.

Muttart Foundation and Hull Child and Family Services 

The Muttart Foundation and Hull Child and Family Services co-founded CORI and provided grants for
the development of HOMES. Muttart and Hull hold the intellectual property for HOMES split between
them. Their leadership has helped keep CORI sharp and demonstrated inspired direction for HOMES.
Muttart and Hull have defined HOMES in the following ways:
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• Direction. Hull was the original sector of child and family services that piloted HOMES.
• Funding. Muttart—headed by Bob Wyatt—was the funder that paid for development
• Growth. Muttart has guaranteed a long-term, five year loan to grow HOMES to the point where it is

sustainable through user fees. As the principle funder, Muttart holds significant control over CORI,
demanding accountability measurements

• Vision. Muttart's mandate is to improve organizational effectiveness within the human services
sector through technology improvements

Over the next five years, and as user and training fees become the more significant revenue source,
CORI will no longer be reliant on Muttart.

Canadian Outcomes Research Institute (CORI)

CORI is the organization responsible for the development of HOMES as well as the organization that
hosts HOMES ASP service. CORI's primary interest in HOMES is to promote its adoption as a model
for outcomes measurement. Breakdown of CORI's relationship to HOMES:

• Developer: CORI employs the developers that create and expand HOMES, and also acts as
the technical host for the system.

• Training. CORI is the direct employer of all the developers and the Albertan trainers 

• Support. CORI's mandate is not to develop HOMES, per se, but rather to move more
human serving agencies towards outcomes measurement

• Adoption. CORI is enthusiastic about assisting an agency build a logic model and
implement HOMES if it contributes to the adoption of outcomes management 

Of all HOMES stakeholders, CORI has played the most significant role in shaping HOMES
development and applications. 

Kelly Ernst

Kelly Ernst originally developed the software as part of his Ph.D. dissertation. Currently, he is the
director of CORI. Ernst's relationship with CORI is defined by: 

• Personality. Ernst is characterized as a major force behind the HOMES development. 

• Dedication. Ernst has proven great dedication, having traveled outside of Alberta to do direct
one-on-one training with agencies using the system. 

• Solutions. Recognizing the unsustainabilty of one-on-one training, Ernst has begun to bring
in new trainers  

Ernst is a key stakeholder who has invested in the direction and future application of HOMES both as its
creator and CORI's director.
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Trainers

The trainers are the essence of CORI; they are CORI's greatest asset.  They are the organizational change
agents, in a sense, although they act as a consultant. CORI Trainers play the following role:

• Teaching. Trainers teach  agencies how to use the software and become outcomes oriented;
from the value of measuring outcomes, to how to build a logic model, to how to build better
reports 

• Consultants.  Trainers field complaints, feature requests, and tech support  , conduct user
testing and communicate changes to the system back to the end users

• Outcomes oriented. Trainers conduct field research to determine how to switch the whole
sector over to an outcomes based model

All of the trainers in Alberta are employees of CORI. Most are social workers by trade, and many are
recently from the human services sector. The rest are consultants. There are presently 17 trainers,
including Kelly and contracted consultants outside of Alberta

Developers 

There are four developers responsible for HOMES, all within CORI. All the intellectual property of their
work is owned jointly by Muttart and Hull. Developers contribute to CORI in the following ways:

• Technical support. Developers deal with limited situations outside their group, receiving
only about ten technical support requests by e-mail and phone a day from the entire
collection of over 400 Agencies. As HOMES grows its user base, the developers are being
asked to take on more responsibility. 

• Mediation. Most end-user-to-developer communication is mediated through the trainers,
who have direct contact with the end users on a regular basis

• Specialists. Developers can provide specialized work quickly, inexpensively  and effectively
provided you can demonstrate the need extends to at least three agencies as a rule of thumb.
Developers themselves do not make the decision on what priority to do work and are
sustained mostly through the Muttart grant, not the user fees. This means that CORI is
fiscally incapable of scaling the number of developers to match the number of users

HOMES developers will be crucial in defining and redefining usability and scale in Ontario based on
their knowledge of the system. 

Agencies

Currently there are over 400 hundred agencies using HOMES, over half of which are based in Alberta.
Many agencies are part of multiple sectors, and they find HOMES ideal as it supports so many different
sectors. Agencies benefit from HOMES in the following ways:

• Inclusion. Some agencies have come to HOMES as individual clients, without a wider
sector, others have been encouraged as part of a funder initiative to switch to HOMES.
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Agencies appreciate the fact that HOMES returns valuable information back to the people
entering the data

• Performance. Before using HOMES, many agencies were incapable of reporting even basic
statistics, like the number of clientèle they served over the year

• Benefits. Initially, agencies expect a simple client management system, but many are on their
way to outcomes measurement after they discover the benefit of seeing the results of their
actions

• Cost effectiveness. Most agencies came on board to save money. Reports indicate that the
cost for an average agency would hardly go beyond a couple thousand dollars a year,
depending on how proactive they were on making changes to the system. It could be as low
as a few hundred dollars.

Agencies from all sectors have contributed to the development process of HOMES and have proven the
benefits of HOMES outcomes focus.

Sectors

HOMES supports a wide range of sectors who are typically represented by a sector association that
negotiates and coordinates on behalf of member agencies. Sectors function in the following ways:
 

• Representation. When coming online with HOMES, sector associations typically help
coordinate the field research the trainers undertake to determine a logic model, promote
HOMES to its members, as well as negotiate collectively on behalf of their agencies. 

• Cost reduction. Sectors can reduce costs for agencies by organizing shared training sessions
amongst many agencies. Since CORI only charges for the time of the trainer, not the number
of people attending, this is a cost effective 

• Aggregators. An advantage of having an entire sector on one single data warehouse is that it
allows for sector-wide data analysis and reporting. HOMES supports research accounts, so
agencies can make their data available anonymously in aggregate. CORI guarantees the
confidentiality of the aggregated data through an ethics review board.

HOMES sectors have contributed substantially to the management of shared information between
agencies and reveal HOMES strength to support multiple sectors.

Agency Funders

Funders value HOMES because it is both very inexpensive, which makes their technology budget outlay
very reasonable, and also provides sector-wide data analysis at their fingertips. Funders choose HOMES
for:

• Unified standards. Funders benefit when multiple sectors come on board, since if they are
involved in multiple programs, they can unify the reporting standards for each sector. 

• Solutions. Often funders find themselves wanting outcomes measurement and not knowing
what that entails. HOMES answers their questions coherently
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• Smaller budgets. A small enough budget will also help lean agencies towards HOMES. 

HOMES funders have been instrumental in revealing the benefits of the unified reporting standards built
into the system. 

Characterizing points

There are several characteristics that distinguish HOMES from other database products. First, there is
CORI's influence on development as a non-profit, focused on quality and outcomes. Second, CORI's
outcomes focus has contributed to work flow models with a wide application. And finally, there is
HOMES economy of scale as a single platform that can accommodate multiple sectors within one
system. For the most part these aspects compliment one another. But how they function in a new context
involves careful consideration of the sum of their parts – in isolation and in concert. 

Non-profit focus

As a non-profit serving other non-profits, CORI mostly consists of former front line workers in the
human service sector, including Kelly.  CORI is not selling software, but trying to improve information
flow that will benefit those they serve.  CORI's research is directed towards giving back to the
community. CORI's service is exemplified by certain virtues:

• Integrity. CORI works for agencies, not funders. Though they are dedicated to their
agencies, CORI constantly communicate with funders to ensure they can be useful.. 

• Quality. CORI will not expand beyond their capacity to serve with quality. They have an
internal quality improvement committee that focused on the outcomes of their own service
from a customer's point of view. They listen to end users and attempt to make
accommodating improvements in their service.

• User independence. Unlike most for-profit vendors, CORI does not charge per request for
technical support or feature request. Rather, agencies pay for technical support by the year,
and call as much as they like. The goal is to build an agency's capacity to the point where it
no longer needs CORI. 

• Proactive involvement. Rather than wait for feedback, CORI conducts field research for
system improvements, particularly when new sectors come into the system. Trainers conduct
focus groups and document analysis within the sector to determine their needs. . CORI also
periodically surveys their own users for status updates on their service.

• User-driven. CORI develops according to user requests. They will also develop for
organizations if three or more agencies stand to benefit. 

HOMES exemplifies the collective strengths of its stakeholders, both in its features and in the proven
outcomes and benefits it can produce. 

Outcomes is everything

CORI views HOMES as a support tool for their wider goal of increasing outcomes assessment within the
human services sector.  Rather than merely providing a database, CORI shows agencies how to integrate
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the database into their organization in a useful way. CORI provides a full context and a set of services to
make agencies outcome oriented. This manifests itself in two major ways:

• Organizational change management. This is an important success factor. CORI
discovered very quickly that while some groups used the system well, others did not. CORI
improved their training to take agencies through the change process from process to
outcomes.

• Outcomes as part of work flow. This training is critical for many agencies whose funders
are demanding outcomes but are unsure how to achieve them.. Outcomes assessment within
HOMES is not a separate output of the system on a separate screen alongside data entry as
part of normal work flow.  This approach allows agencies to view very practical, everyday
things like the number of clients they see and quickly progress to assessment and service
planning, which shows them the value to them of being outcomes oriented.

Because many agencies already have experience with outcomes measurements mandated by their
funders, CORI can, and should, modify their approach according to an agency's outcomes knowledge.

Single platform, many users

As a web-based application service provider with hosting provided by CORI, HOMES is available to all
400 agencies. Agencies can access this server from any location on the internet. There are benefits of
having a single platform with many users:

• Data accessible anywhere. Data from all the agencies is collated in one place, so end users
can access this data from anywhere there is Internet access. Web accessibility is particularly
convenient for highly distributed or highly mobile work forces and agencies with branches in
rural areas.

• Training accessible anywhere. A further advantage of a web-based system is that technical
support and training can walk through the system with end users over the phone. This greatly
reduces training costs. 

• Unified data standard. Since all 400 agencies are using one system, HOMES supports over
160 types of programs in the same system. HOMES has 980 fields that are standardized to be
used across all sectors using the system, which allows for easy creation of new forms. This
unified standard also allows for data to be shared between different sectors.

• Unified database solution. One agency can use HOMES to support all of its programs,
provided those programs are supported by HOMES. Unified data standard within HOMES
allows agencies to connect client records from one program to another, so they can do much
more holistic tracking without having to retell their clientèle's stories again and again. Many
agencies have expressed desire to switch from multiple databases to only using HOMES.

• Unified funding process. HOMES has provided the opportunity to develop common
terminology and a common process by allowing funders to collaborate around the single
platform. In Calgary, some of the funders are developing common funder application report
forms. This has greatly streamlined the joint application process, so that applicants need only
fill out one form rather than several. Calgary is prepared to have all of their over 100
agencies use the Annual Report Writer in HOMES to submit annual reports. 
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• Sector-wide analysis.  Centralized online data allows funders to save time with sector-wide
data analysis in one location. Funders can have an account, and for agencies that decide to
collate their data, funders will have access to an aggregated (and confidential) data pool
against which they can do their own queries. Funders can also band together at the provincial
or regional level to do their own analysis on trends in the sector. 

• Sector-wide data transfer. In the near future, it may be possible for funders without
accounts to automatically transfer aggregated sector data to the funders periodically. By
having one point of negotiation, this could greatly reduce costs and the complexity of
organizing a data transfer protocol. Conversely, it gives agencies within a sector a rallying
point to present a common voice to funders which helps when creating data standards. 

• Economy of scale. Everyone benefits from having development in one system. For example,
the system benefits from an economy of scale, as the maintenance and development are done
by one organization on behalf of all agencies and eases sustainability. Sectors can create
surveys, reports, or forms that can be uploaded into a HOMES shared bank or shared with a
user. Agencies in a sector can share surveys, reports. For agencies without the resources to
develop their own materials, this can greatly increase their proficiency by “borrowing” from
agencies with greater resources. 

• Standard software. Front line workers who move from one agency to another often benefit
from having only one system in use across a sector or multiple sectors since they don't need
to retrain. Over time, this benefit can greatly increase proficiency. 

Of all its features, HOMES centralized online data and sector-wide data analysis functioning offers
unparalleled solutions for distributed sectors and agencies.

Beyond Centralization

HOMES is fully hosted, developed, maintained, and controlled by CORI. While they do have a
sophisticated and meaningful approach to involving end users in the direction and control of the system,
structurally speaking they have all the responsibility for the system. All requests must go through CORI.
Until recently, even new reports had to be sent to the CORI developers to be created. Now there is a
very new module that allows end users to create their own reporting formats. In practice, there are
currently only two ways to propose changes:

• Negotiation. When a new sector comes in or an agency is willing to pay for a major feature,
negotiations ensue with CORI chiefly through Kelly.

• User feedback. Although a lower priority, all changes to the system are a result of user
feedback. The rule of thumb is that at least three agencies must benefit from any proposed
change. These changes are made by request to the development team, almost always through
the trainers, and then prioritized in an internal process by the quality assurance staff.

This process has a number of major advantages. For one, it ensures the system remains coherent and
consistent with CORI's values. It also presents pressure to ensure that the data within the system remains
standardized. However, the process does have a number of problems including:
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• Limited development resources.   As more and more agencies come on board, developer
time will increasingly be contracted away by paid-for feature enhancements. CORI can
always hire more developers, although this creates a risk of needed to expand and contract
quickly. So, there is a tension between responding to growth and keeping staff levels stable. 

• Negotiation. Feature requests must go through negotiation with either Kelly or the
developers. The trainers are tasked to mitigate the number of feature requests, and so often an
end user must convince their trainer they really need the feature   for it to be submitted to
developers. 

• Rule of three. The rule that three agencies must benefit from a change clearly excludes those
changes that benefit only one agency. Single agencies that need changes CORI does not feel
committed to are forced to develop potentially costly workarounds, especially when funder-
mandated requirements are not being met.

As a non-profit, CORI does not need to control all development to generate revenue. That would go
against their core principles. If their mandate is mostly to educate the human services sector, and 90% of
their work is training, then they could probably afford to give up some control over changes. ideally,
HOMES would become more modular so that user-contracted developers can  build new applications or
functions around the core system without disrupting it. This could be done by developing an API, or by
modularizing and then open sourcing, or both. 

Adopting HOMES in Ontario

Adopting HOMES in Ontario would require some changes in order to come completely into line with the
needs of Ontario agencies. These include: 

• Supporting infrastructure. Ensure that adequate supporting infrastructure is in place in
Ontario, especially trainers and change management consultants. 

• Customized tools. Improve tools that allow users to customize the system without the help
of CORI. This includes tools for the creation of new reports and addition of new fields not
related to the core functioning of the system. These functions would happen though a web
based interface, similar to tools offered by online survey or CRM ASPs.

• New standards. Adapt HOMES to use new data exchange standards. This would allow
HOMES to connect to funder systems such as iCAMS.

• Usability. Conduct a usability review, with a specific emphasis on interface complexity and
workflow. Implement a new, simpler HOMES interface based on this review. 

• Evolution. HOMES will eventually evolve to the point that third party developers working
for agencies can develop additional modules on top of the system. This could happen by
offering a HOMES API, by open sourcing the core case management system or both. 

HOMES can be successfully adopted in Ontario with the cooperation of CORI as well as improvements
in usability, changes to data standards and the addition of customized tools.
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Conclusions

There are many reasons why HOMES is the most likely system for adoption within the Ontario
settlement sector. Most significant of these are HOMES case management and outcomes measurement
features as well as its proven ability to work well in agencies that have multiple programs and funders –
a key consideration for Ontario's large and diverse sectors. HOMES supports many programs, users,
agencies, sectors, and funding bodies and facilitates multiple sectors within one system, allows agencies
with multiple programs to coherently integrate their information systems and data resources.

CORI's integrity and vision has enriched HOMES with its outcomes focus, work flow models and
sophisticated approach to involving end users in the direction and control of the system. CORI functions
as both the guiding organization and host server supporting HOMES as an ASP. Structurally speaking,
CORI has all the responsibility for the system, which translates into benefits and challenges to the
adoption of HOMES in Ontario. Additionally, CORI has its own concerns that they will not be able to
maintain the level of quality they are most proud of in Alberta. The last thing they want to become is a
database ASP alone but rather they want to maintain their potency as a change agent within the human
services sector. 

Moving HOMES to Ontario settlement sector would require significant growth in training and support
capacity of CORI. HOMES usability needs to be improved and there needs to be greater flexibility on
CORI's part in terms of training issues that go beyond outcomes as many users may already have
outcomes training. 

In order to make this happen, a three to five year budget for system upgrades should be put in place as a
part of a Ontario settlement information management strategy. This budget would allow for issues such
as the ones outlined above to be addressed in an iterative and evolutionary manner, with a high degree of
user input guiding the process along the way. With an Ontario trainer already in place, HOMES is poised
to deliver the same kind of quality solutions that made its reputation in the west. 

Case #2 - Purkinje

Purkinje was developed as a regional CHC system by Purkinje, a software development company. It is
managed by the CHC (Canadian Healthcare Centres) and AOHC (Association of Ontario Health
Centres) representatives. Purkinje is a SQL server database with a front end interface that runs on a local
area network (LAN). Ultimately, Purkinje offers only a single level of access with centralized system
maintenance contracted out to the third party company Yorkmed. Purkinje's strengths and weaknesses
are characterized by:

• Case management. Purkinje is primarily a case and program management tool with report creation
and scheduling functioning designed for use by multiple agencies and programs. Data standards,
technical support, and change management, were originally addressed through a governance network
extending across a spectrum of stakeholders beginning with CHC users and ending with the Ministry
of Health. Though initially effective, the structure has ultimately failed due to over centralized control
and lack of communication between developers and end users. 

• Data conversion issues. Purkinje is composed of a set of modules. When two or more modules are
purchased, the movement of data between modules can be problematic. Secondly, once data enters
Purkinje it becomes incompatible with any other system. Creating connections between other systems
or converting to a new system poses significant data conversion issues. 
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• Unreliable third party support. Purkinje has contracted out several tasks to Yorkmed, a role that
many feel Yorkmed has performed poorly. Due to the lack of in-built reporting functionality, the sin-
gle level centralized access and third party profit-model vendor, Purkinje's setup and maintenance is
very costly. 

Introduction

Health organizations are acting on the crucial need for access to up-to-date and accurate patient
information by shifting from traditional paper chart to electronic records. The shift has not been an easy
one. A confusing array of tools that purport to meet the needs and contexts of the health sector are
flooding the market. And, as many health care organizations have learned, the shift to electronic records
–no matter how sophisticated the software package– means a massive amount of coordinated planning
and preparation. 

Amidst these challenges, 56 community health centres across Ontario banded together to take a
collective shot at building a regional CHC case management system. They envisioned a system that
would  allow them to deal with patient records more efficiently as well as seamlessly report data back to
their funder, the Ministry of Health. The project was ambitious.

The CHCs would not only have to manage the installation of the system within their centres but also
have to coordinate with one another to ensure the system worked at a regional level. This case study
takes a careful look at how those involved juggled individual, collective and funder needs to build and
maintain a case management system.

Background

The new system, Purkinje, has been running in 56 community health centres throughout Ontario for over
three years.

Until the installation of Purkinje, most CHCs were using the client management system "Welcome."
Like Purkinje, older systems like Welcome were intended to manage client information and report to the
Ministry of Health. However, funder reports were bogged down by a mass of inconsistency, with each
CHC treating data differently. For the Ministry, aggregating and making sense of this data was a
challenging, if not impossible, task.

A parallel development that underscored the need for a new approach to gathering CHC data was the
creation of the evaluation framework for Ontario's community health centres. Initially developed by
CHCs and the Association of Ontario Health Centres (AOHC) in 1998, it became clear that the logic
model upon which the framework was based would require a structured, uniform approach to collecting
information. 

By mid-2000, work began on a new province-wide system that would:

• Help the Ministry to gather and ‘absorb’ CHC data more efficiently
• Support the data requirements of the evaluation framework

As the primary funder of the CHCs, the Ministry of Health had a strong stake in seeing the project to
successful completion and opted to fund the project. 
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The Technology

How it works

CHC staff access Purkinje via an interface installed on their computers. When they enter or access
information, it travels across the local area network (LAN) to the system's back end, which runs on a
SQL server. When outputting reports or building custom queries, CHC staff use MS Access instead of
the Purkinje interface, which does not come with its own reporting functionality. Another external
feature, a data extraction system, extracts Ministry data from Purkinje. Ministry data is then manually
exported by technical staff over a secure connection to the Ministry. 

Where it could be better

Perhaps what is least distinguishing about the story of Purkinje is the software itself. Developed by a
software company called Purkinje, as a generic case management system, it was then heavily built up to
meet the requirements of CHCs. Configuring the system proved to be a challenging process. As part of
the planning process, Purkinje staff, combined with CHC and AOHC (Association of Ontario Health
Centres) representatives, got together to define the system requirements -- a set of criteria that the
system needed to reflect. Not all requirements were captured during these planning sessions and nor was
the system adequately tested by users. As a result, the first release of Purkinje was almost immediately
followed up by plans for a second version.

While the next major roll-out of Purkinje dealt with hundreds of bugs and brought a number of missing
requirements to life, there were still a few crucial gaps. These included the complete absence of
reporting mechanisms. While a more complex workaround involving add-ons such as MS Access and a
data extraction system have been implemented, these issues have led many to acknowledge that there are
better health information systems on the market.

Other technical and support issues that continue to trouble Purkinje include:

• Single-tier access: All CHC staff have the same level of access to the system. The next upgrade
intends to introduce multi-tiered access.
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• Data not very portable: Two problems were identified in this area. Firstly, Purkinje is com-
posed of a set of modules. When two or more modules are purchased, the movement of data be-
tween modules can be problematic. Secondly, once data enters Purkinje it becomes incompati-
ble with any other system. Creating connections between any other system and Purkinje – or
converting to an entirely new system in the future – poses significant data conversion issues. 

• Unwieldy support structure: While Purkinje continues to work on upgrades and fixes to the
system, it has contracted out certain tasks to Yorkmed, a role that many feel Yorkmed has per-
formed poorly. In order to address the consequent, ‘who-does-what’ confusion experienced by
many agencies seeking support, the Ministry created a single help desk that forwards CHC re-
quests to the appropriate company and takes care of the follow-up. However, issues such as
turnaround time and Yorkmed’s performance continue to be of concern.

• Role of the Ministry. While the Ministry is undoubtedly responsible for keeping Purkinje
going from both a technical and funding standpoint, its role does raise some interesting
questions for Purkinje. As Ministry resources are diverted towards technical support, it
becomes increasingly apparent that Purkinje is expensive software to run: the cost of MOH’s
involvement occurs in tandem with relatively hefty support and upgrade fees paid to Yorkmed
and Purkinje. Purkinje’s capacity to absorb an increasing amount of resources have led some
within the Ministry to consider issuing an RFI for another system – just to get a sense of what
other systems could potentially replace Purkinje in the years to come.

• Funder owned-and-operated system. Despite being the ‘owner’ of Purkinje, the Ministry
coordinates the day-to-day decision making process with the CHCs - within the established
governance model. In other words, while the Ministry leaves the door open to negotiation, the
reality of its position as the owner of the system is apparent when needs are in direct opposition
to one another. 

Although the issues proved to be excellent ‘lessons learned’ for those involved and others seeking to
develop their own systems, they were not sufficient to warrant a ‘back to the drawing board’ approach.
The obvious financial implications are a deterrent enough, of course, but this is also due to another side
of the story which needs to be told. The story of Purkinje extends beyond the technology because the
most valuable lessons were related to the collaborative ways people came together to implement, evolve
and maintain the system.  

Stakeholders

Purkinje is managed by a multi-layered network of people – each of whom has a responsibility to inform
the other. Many of these roles evolved in response to a particular challenge or need experienced during
implementation. 
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Association of Ontario Health Centres (AOHC)

AOHC's influence began well before the creation of Purkinje, when it started developing an evaluation
framework for community health centres in 1998. Two years later, the AOHC relied on the framework
and consultation with CHCs to determine the requirements for the first release of Purkinje. Not
surprisingly, AOHC's inexperience in the software development arena showed through. While the
disappointing first release of Purkinje failed to capture key requirements, it did succeed in garnering a
more active role on the part of the Ministry. AOHC’s role has since grown. While it continues to evolve
the evaluation framework, it also: 

• Has a representative on the Information Systems Committee 
• Helps CHCs navigate bottlenecked Purkinje issues that aren't remedied through normal

channels
• Has data analysts capable of designs new reports for CHCs as needed

Recently, the AOHC also wrote the data validation rules that were fed into Purkinje.

Information Systems Committee (ISC)

ISC plays a leadership role in the process of managing Purkinje. Its membership is made up of
representatives from the AOHC, the Ministry and CHCs. The chair of the USSC (note below) also sits
on this committee as a way of preserving the communication flow between ISC and USSC. The ISC
negotiates larger changes to the system, identifying and managing issues that need to go through the
formal quotation and funding-approval process. The ISC and USSC will often refer issues to one another
based on their assessment of the scope of the issue.

User Support Subcommittee (USSC):

Unlike ISC, the User Support Subcommittee focuses on the ongoing maintenance of the system. It exists
in stark contrast to the early development days of Purkinje, when user requirements were forgotten or
communicated at the wrong stage of development. Consisting of about 14 CHC representatives and a
representative from the Ministry of Health, USSC is at the front line, dealing directly with the broader
community of CHCs, particularly the resident experts, on matters affecting Purkinje. Purkinje users
submit issues directly to USSC or through their resident expert. 
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Evaluation Review Subcommittee

Composed of CHC, Ministry and AOHC representatives, the Evaluation Review Subcommittee is best
described as the counterpart to the User Support Subcommittee. The USSC's focus on technical issues is
balanced by ERS's focus on content. Its main role is to manage the data standards that govern the quality
and consistency of information that goes into the system. As the CHCs move towards an updated
evaluation framework, ERS is constantly evolving its data standards. With the CHCs moving towards
articulating an outcomes model, the future promises to be busy one for the ERS. 

Ministry of Health

As Purkinje has evolved, the Minstry’s role, as primary funder of Purkinje has become more
complicated. Specifications for the first version of Purkinje were determined with limited input from the
Ministry but a disappointing first release triggered a more proactive involvement. The Ministry moved to
create the Core Test Team (CTT), an internal, Ministry-staffed, technical team that tests all releases of
Purkinje in its own test lab, before authorizing its release to the CHCs. It also created Information
Systems Support (ISS), a Ministry-based help desk which deals with Yorkmed and Purkinje on all
maintenance issues on behalf of each individual CHC. The Ministry’s role also includes having a
presence in the Purkinje governance committees, ISC and USSC. 

Data Management Coordinators

Data Management Coordinators play a very important role in the day-to-day management of Purkinje.
Each CHC has a Data Management Coordinator, or equivalent, on staff. The role is technical and
demands a familiarity with computers and databases. Data Management Coordinators may be
administrative staff who gradually grow into the role, or they may be specifically hired for the position.
An initial three-day training course with Yorkmed empowers Data Management Coordinators to learn
'on the job'. DMCs do things such as: 

• Help define and maintain internal data standards
• Set-up templates for staff that allow them to view data entry fields in a particular way
• Liaison with the Ministry help desk (ISS) to get fixes done
• Ensure CHC staff are making the best use of the system

As people who come into direct contact with issues experienced by their peers, DMCs are a valuable
channel of communication for the User Systems Support Committee. 

Purkinje and Yorkmed

Purkinje, a health care IT company, built the system and then sub-contracted the technical support work
and training to Yorkmed. As the owner of the software code, Purkinje continues to issue upgrades. The
relationship between the developers (Purkinje, but mainly Yorkmed), stakeholders and end users  has
been difficult. Both developers have played a very technically-oriented role at the cost of isolating
themselves from the governance process. As one team leader commented, “There needs to be a better
system of working proactively with Purkinge and other vendors around what it is they are doing and
how they can meet our needs in the future.” The problem of isolating or excluding Purkinje staff until
the last minute results from the fact that software vendors are not paid to provide ongoing ‘soft support’
that committee members need in order to make informed decisions about the future direction of Purkinje.
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Until recently CHCs would have to deal directly with Yorkmed and Pukinje when reporting maintenance
issues. However, the system lacked structure, giving CHCs the impression that Yorkmed and Purkinje
were not assuming responsibility for needed work. The Ministry intervened by creating its own help
desk, IIS to negotiate changes with the developers on behalf of the CHCs.

Future plans

As Purkinje moves into its fourth year it faces a number of challenges. Among them, an unwieldy tech
support process, the isolation of developers from the governance loop and an inability to keep up with
user requirements. Recently, a newly formed CHC refused to go with Purkinje and opted for its own
system instead. The break highlights a consensus amongst Ministry staff and others that there are better
systems available. Whether the Ministry acts upon this consensus remains to be seen. Purkinje has been
a major investment and, for now, is here to stay. 

While Ministry funding was key, collaborative governance and the values it brought to the table will
continue to have a major impact on the long term sustainability of the system. An indicator that the
governance model is an enduring one is that few consider Purkinje to be a ‘funder-imposed’ system and
are committed to working with one another to achieve their goals.  

Costs and sustainability

The Ministry funded the system build. Various stakeholders have indicated that this cost was in the low
millions of dollars, although no one was willing or able to confirm an actual figure. The majority of
ongoing costs are also funded by the Ministry. These include: 

• Software license fees. Approximately $200 per workstation paid quarterly. Depending on the
module used, there are additional licensing fees.

• Maintenance fee. Routine changes to the system are paid by the hour as required by each CHC.
• Ministry staffing and equipment for IIS and CTT teams. Some stakeholders have pegged

this at $800,000 per year, although no final figure was confirmed.

The Ministry does not pay the technical vendors directly. CHCs submit their proposed expenses for the
year to the Ministry and then subsequently use the funds provided. CHCs have the option of footing
their own bill for expenses that are not approved by the Ministry. 

Conclusions

Purkinje is functional as a case management system but it is not a notable one, particularly when
contrasted with more user-driven and decentralized systems.

Purkinje's beginnings were well intentioned. Developers sought overall commitment to collaboration and
this resulted in some of the consequent governance structures that emerged. Data standards, technical
support, and change management were addressed through a governance network extending across a
spectrum of stakeholders. However, community advisory committees have not shown significant impact
to counteract the disconnect between Purkinje's users and developers. This is particularly true of
Purkinje's relationship with the Ministry.

While Purkinje does provide case management it does not have strong support for custom elements and,
as a result of single level centralized development, cannot keep up with user demands. This has
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contributed to disconnection between developers and end users, who have had little leverage to control
the direction of development. 

The Ministry of Health adds extra communication layers between the developers and users, with
developers left out of user group and advisory committee meetings for reasons of cost. The resulting
system didn't work effectively for the people it was meant to benefit, which is a product of Purkinje's
centralized, vendor driven model. 

Much work is being done towards evolving the evaluation framework for the Ontario CHC sector, and,
by extension, the data standards which govern Purkinje. However, Purkinje must resolve the costly
disconnect between developers and end users, perhaps through more distributed and open management
structure, before it can emerge as a viable case management tool for distributed sectors. 

Case #3 - VistA

VistA is a heavily decentralized hospital care system with thirty years of experience working in an open
source process. Half of the reason VistA is so decentralized is that it was opposed by central
headquarters throughout its history. Despite the odds, it has succeeded for the following key reasons:

• Decentralization. Decisions can be made at the local level. This is reflected in the system on both the
architectural level and the social level. VistA shows the power in letting people take charge of their
own responsibilities.

• User-driven. Part of decentralization is about giving up control of development to the end users as
distinct from management. Create numerous small projects, and use failures to feedback into
successes. An evolutionary system is better than a revolutionary system.

• Structured money flow. While money is necessary and important, care needs to be taking about how
its flow is structured and that it does not compromise the principles stated above.

Introduction

From within the Veterans Affairs hospitals (VA) of the United States, one of the most interesting untold
stories in software development history has emerged. Over thirty years ago, the beginning of the US
health care information system was a response to the need to support the federal Medicare act. What
would later become known as VistA would eventually become one of the largest health care information
systems in the world, and, quite possibly, one of the largest open source software systems in the world.

VistA has been hailed as a success of the VA, although for much of its life it was neglected  by the
central headquarters of the VA. While VistA was eventually fully adopted as the information system for
the VA,  senior management has significantly altered the development process. Learning from the past, a
group of former VistA developers has taken the system out of the VA to share with the world. 

VistA is a story of the value of decentralization and the benefits of allowing end users and developers to
shape the system without invasive or unnecessary supervision.. It is also the story of how managers and
governing bodies adapt to the new power orientations decentralization engenders.

Background
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VistA has a long history that is best understood in five phases. Each phase is characterized by a different
technical achievement made against a backdrop of varying political organization.

• Inception (1965-1975). When the Johnson Medicare/Medicaid Act was passed, the Federal
government was mandated to administer health, which was a massive undertaking. This began with  a
plan for computerization. To do this, they created the MUMPS programming language in cooperation
with the Massachusetts General Hospital specifically to create health care applications. The original
intent was for the public hospitals to lead the charge but this was ultimately better achieved by next
largest group of publicly funded hospitals: the VA. The VA quickly took over MUMPS development
eventually leading to a standard MUMPS, which formed the underlying infrastructure of VistA.

• Development (1975-1982).  This period laid the groundwork for VistA's future. Two of the founders
of VistA, a pair of consultants named Marty Johnson and Ted O'Neil led the charge to demonstrate to
the VA headquarters that the decentralized, user-driven VistA initiative had potential. 

• Expansion (1982-1993). Having succeeded in demonstrating their goals to management, VistA was
rolled out across the VA. As a success, it was adopted by the Department of Defense, as well as
implementations in Finland, Germany, and Egypt. During this period, the software grew explosively,
with several dozen changes a week and leading to the creation of the system. 

• Emergence (1993-present). Senior management at the VA  recognized VistA's obvious benefits and
began paying closer attention to developments. However, they chose to abandon MUMPS as the
underlying infrastructure in favour of proprietary, vendor-friendly platforms.  

• Innovation (2001-present). VistA is republished for worldwide as open source software for
consumption by a group of former VistA MUMPS developers.

Organization

VistA was originally known as the Decentralized Hospital Computer Program. The critical architectural
decision was decentralization and greater user-control and involvement.

Each hospital had its own installation of VistA on their servers. Each installation was customized with
changes to the underlying codebase, which was possible given VistA's intrinsically open source. By
decentralizing the servers, patient data remained close to the point of care with selected data aggregated
for headquarters.

The decision to decentralize the architecture was made early in the process and it was key to software
design. Data management was embedded with the concept of granting each hospital their own
namespaces and numberspaces, so each could add field sets without authorization.Through negotiation,
groups of hospitals, or even the entire VA, would then choose to adopt a particular field set for common
purposes. Furthermore, policies were put in place to standardize the user interface metaphor and other
design elements so that centralized coding improvements were compatible withminimal coordination.

Developers coordinated extensively on dozens of changes,  resulting in VistA's greatest period of
growth. The MUMPS community was particularly well developed. The early development team
provided a base of support, which has come to define vision for the OpenVistA platform.

Those trained by the VA were mostly trained in VA policies and work practices, and thus were greatly
familiar with the domain. In that way, the development process was driven by the end users. 
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Development projects were minuscule in comparison to the system as a whole, which allowed many
changes to be implemented quickly, without a formal design process. This design-by-prototype approach
gave the end users much more control over the direction of the system that would not grow in slow
gradual changes. For busy health care professionals, this approach made it much easier to adopt VistA as
it was seen as more evolutionary to their work practices. The goal was always to have an end user be
able to start using the system within 10 minutes of sitting down, even if they could not understand the
full richness immediately.

Management eventually decided to move away from the in-house developed MUMPS to a more industry
standard, and proprietary vendor-friendly .NET, and then once again to Java/Oracle after .NET failed.
This process was the complete opposite of the design-by-prototype approach, and it has led to some
stagnation in development.  The proprietary nature of these new environments has undercut the user-
driven development process, a process that has been exacerbated by other structural changes that have
moved developers away from end users. They are still trying to catch up to the pace of development
under MUMPS but have stopped the in-house MUMPS training programs, leaving them without new
programmers to work on the still active legacy systems..

Despite these apparent setbacks, the attention of senior management has led to the expansion of VistA's
scope beyond the VA into other federal agencies. This has inspired  the current vision of a single
electronic patient record system for all of the United States, which  has led to measurable improvements
in patient's lives.

In response to the decision to abandon MUMPS and user-driven design process, a group of former VistA
MUMPS developers have left the VA to found the OpenVistA platform for the WorldVistA project.
These developers used the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to extract the code for VistA from the
VA and republish it for wider global use. After one vendor open sourced their MUMPS implementation
for Linux, it became possible to build a completely open source platform for VistA, and thus the
OpenVistA platform was born. Now, WorldVistA is trying to create a worldwide open source
community around this platform as it pushes to have hospitals from around the world adopt this free yet
powerful software solution. 

One side benefit of the new public interest generated by WorldVistA has been that the VA has renewed
their own interest in VistA. While they maintain internally a still tenuous relationship with the legacy
system written in MUMPS and an even looser relationship with the WorldVistA group (mostly through
FOIA requests), the potential for funding (in particular, shared funding initiatives with other federal
departments) has kept VistA alive within the VA.

Success factors

VistA would not have gotten where it has today without several characterizing values, principles,
precepts, and processes. Below we will highlight the significant key lessons to learn from the VistA case
to take away to our own scenario.

Individual heroes

Organizations have a deep desire to grow, but that desire does not always lead to quality software. In
many cases, it is up to individual champions to make sure this happens.
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Without the early investments of unsung individual consultants, VistA would not have been given the
space to expand through the 1980s and the value of decentralization in the core architecture would have
been compromised, making the development model impossible.

For some time, VA headquarters was in favour of the "big design" approach common in software
development at the time. At that time, there was no literature about the problems inherent in big design.
However, a relatively small group understood the power of user-driven development in the "design-by-
prototype" approach. This kind of development took place in a very open environment where work was
shared. This group stayed under the radar to keep moving things forward until they finally got the
attention of Congress, which resulted in attention from VA senior management.

Iterative user-driven design

The essential process matches developers with a subject matter expert (e.g. doctor, nurse, clinician)
doing the coding. Potentially, the developer was the subject matter expert. This essential connection
allows users to drive the process, which builds user acceptance much more effectively than conceptual
conversations at the beginning of the design process. 

More importantly, as one individual put it, "The problem with a big design is that you are always wrong,
always, and particularly with medical software". Medicine is a highly complex endeavour where
practices are constantly changing and every patient has different needs. A doctor must be on top of all of
this, and so should his supporting information system. Without domain expertise, the information system
designer may be temped to oversimplify the situation, which can lead to medical errors with serious
consequences for the patient, doctor and healthcare provider. 

To address with this complex problem, the developers in the ViSTA community developed the system
one small piece at a time, with pieces that were driven by the users. Furthermore, they made it easy and
attractive for users to give feedback as part of their job. They did this by listening to what users had to
say and implementing most, if not all, of what they said. When developers were in doubt about anything,
they brought in more users. The philosophy was "don't try to be right"since no one can describe their
own job. Rather, they just "let the users be right for you in an ongoing constant barrage." Over time, by
making small corrections, the system converges on the right answer.

Developers were paid by salary. They were not rewarded for making changes and end users were not
charged by feature requests. By removing the fiscal incentives or disincentives, there was nothing
interfering with the end user and developer communication, and the intrinsic motivation to help the user
kicked in for the developer.

Finally, developers worked to allow users to improve the system themselves without  support. Users
could tailor the system and create their own reports without writing a line of code. Since there are vastly
more users than developers, this saved a lot of time.

This process made it much easier for end users to adopt the system. Not only would they have greater
buy in, but the system would often build upon concepts they already knew. This made the system
evolutionary rather than revolutionary. .

As a result of 30 years of tweaking, VistA has become an incredibly sophisticated system. To
summarize:
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• Programmers were allowed to work with users
• Users were allowed to drive the process
• A constant flow of requests for help was encouraged
• The top priority of developers was to respond to the users
• Managers didn't attempt to control the development process directly
• End users were allowed to configure the system themselves

The positive benefits of shifting from "big design" to "design-by-prototype" are obvious when the two
approaches are contrasted and compared. Unfortunately, there is still some resistance to these advances
from management, which has resulted in isolating developers from end users. 

Decentralization

VistA thrived because each hospital was able to devote developers as needed without coordinating with
others. First, the software itself was open source since the MUMPS programming language worked
straight from the source code. This decentralized approach meant that anyone running the system could
modify the system as they chose. This was by design, however. Much of the architecture facilitated this.

Early on, a core set of standard interface and interaction rules was set down by a committee of end users
and developers. Provided that everyone followed these rules, the system would appear consistent from
the end user point of view. Furthermore, each hospital was given its own namespace and numberspace to
create their own data field sets and values without negotiating with others. If, at a later date, this set of
fields was considered valuable to others, they could be shared. The data could even aggregated at higher
levels without requiring coding changes at every level. Meanwhile, a core data set would, over time, be
negotiated and standardized for anyone to build on allowing for innovation and evolution.

There is, however, some role for centralized management, because one cannot build a standard without a
standard body. But this standard body should be made up of end users and developers in order to
properly reflect their stakes.

For-profit vendor community

One of the lessons of the WorldVistA project is that a healthy community involves for-profit companies
on some level. The critical issue is to ensure they do not interfere with the control of end users, but
instead playa valuable support role. After all, it is also empowering for end users to be able to drive the
process forward with a contract rather than constant negotiation. The contrast is not so much between
profit versus non-profit sector philosophies but of centralization versus decentralization of development.
What is of issue are the reasons for each sector's adoption of centralized versus decentralized
approaches. These differences must be fully understood in context before they can be properly assessed.

For example, for-hire consultants can greatly take pressure off the core community. Furthermore, by
having multiple clients, they transfer information and best practices from one client to another. It is in
the best interests of the community to facilitate these kinds of players as long as they do not interfere
with the normal practice of the community.

There are valuable for-profit roles in development as long as the resulting code is released back to the
community free of charge (i.e. free and open source - F/OSS) with training, front-line support and
installation. Many people are now starting to grow businesses in these areas around OpenVistA.

Conclusions
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VistA demonstrates the value and benefit of decentralized grassroots development that does not require
the support of senior management for its integrity as a system. And VistA also demonstrates how the
interference of senior management can jeopardize systems that do not actively involve  the end users..
While for health care, the consequences of failure may be literally fatal, these lessons are applicable to
many other examples..

The fundamental value of VistA was to give control to end users. Clearly, anything that interfered with
VistaA's user involvement distorted the outcome and led to costly mistakes. 

What VistA neglected to do was make the case that their process would be beneficial for all
stakeholders, and do so in a constructive manner. What was originally user-centric, with developers paid
by community and hospitals to developing their own features, is now vendor centric with all work
handled by large vendors. This shift has been reflected in management, governance and financing
structures, which have moved from being decentralized to being centralized. Despite the shift to
centralization, VistA's early development is still a strong working model of the strength of evolutionary,
user-centred design and evidence that we can create systems with enduring value, strong user-centred
development approaches. The greatest challenge that remains is the default to centralized top-down
management that dominates management to the expense of innovation and growth.
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Appendix F – Participating organizations

The following is a list of agencies that participated in focus groups and surveys as a part of this research
project:

1. Canadian Arab Federation
2. Bloor Information and Life Skills
3. Center Francophone de Toronto Metropolitan [CFTM]
4. COSTI Immigrant Services
5. Dixie Bloor Neighborhood
6. Jamaican Canadian Association
7. Lawrence Heights Community Health Center
8. North York Community House 
9. Polycultural Immigrant & Community Services
10. Folk Arts Council of St. Catharines Multicultural Center
11. Settlement Counseling Services, [SISO]
12. COSTI
13. Women’s Enterprise Skills Training
14. London Urban Services Organization [LUSO]
15. London Intercommunity Health Center
16. WIL Counseling and Training for Employment
17. YMCA of Kitchener-Waterloo Cross Cultural & Community Services
18. London Cross Cultural Learner Center
19. Woodgreen Community Center of Toronto
20. Thorncliffe Neighborhood Office
21. Scadding Court Community Center
22. Northwood Neighborhood
23. Culture Link
24. YMCA Newcomer Services
25. Micro Skills
26. Working Women Community Center
27. Thunder Bay Multicultural Association
28. Catholic Immigration Center
29. Kingston and District Immigrant Services
30. Ottawa Community Immigrant Services Organization [OCISO]
31. Immigrant Services Ottawa
32. World Skills
33. Carleton University
34. Cornwall & District Immigrant Services Agency
35. Job Connect
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